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Abstract
Islam is a religion of almost 1.6 billion people of the world. It is a practical religion from
the Stone Age till modern era of technology and innovation. Islam gives everything that
human society needs. Economy and financial system is one of those. Islamic finance is
thus the economic and financial system which is established and monitored in compliance
with the Shariah, the Islamic fundamental law. Islamic finance is acquiring a growing
respected place in the world financial system and its market share has been growing by
more than 15 percent annually for the last ten years. Sukuk is the financial instrument
which is considered to be the icon of the Islamic finance now. It is now one of the fastest
growing financial instruments in the world. In this thesis, Sukuk and its original
structures are defined and discussed. The features of each structure and their practicality
are also highlighted. The main and most important contribution of this thesis is a
discussion and an analysis of the risk identification of Sukuk structure. The management
of risk associated with Sukuk structure is also a matter of great importance. A qualitative
research approach adopted with unstructured interviews with different experts both in the
Islamic and traditional finance field from three different countries. Respondents observe
that Islamic capital market is growing and it has established its identity in the world
financial market. This bright picture of Sukuk success brings some major risks which are
identified as, regulatory risk, Shariah compliance risk, liquidity risk, market risk, credit
risk, risk related to underlying asset, third party risk. It is found that risk management
practices are very weak at the moment and these risks are not currently well managed.
These risks are more and complex and there are no well standardized and documented
techniques which can be used to hedge these risks. Sukuk are exposed to these risks .Not
much importance has been given to the risk management yet and the main focus remains
on the issuance of Sukuk .It observe that without proper risk management of the Sukuk
structure its success story will always remain under question.

Keywords: Islamic Finance, Islamic Capital Market, Shariah, Sukuk, Hedging, Risk
Management.
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Chapter 1.Introduction
In this chapter we discuss the back ground of the research, the problem statement and the
purpose of the research. Research limitations are also pointed out. Finally, the
disposition of the thesis is presented.
1.1. Background
Development and performance of the financial system is very important in the sustainable
economic growth and development (Schoon ,2008, p. 10).Traditionally, a little difference
between economic growth and economic development is made .In economics theories
these two terms almost used synonymously and main focus remains on the economic
aspects of the transaction only. Upon this idea the whole financial system was built which
is called traditional financial system. The traditional financial system, which is about 300
years old (WIEF, 2009, p.1) and based on fixed interest rate, mainly considers economic
and financial aspects of the transactions is presently practised in almost all over the
world. This system is designed to support the economic growth which is necessary for the
sustainable economic development but not a guarantee. This system emerged in Christian
societies in the west despites interest is forbidden and human well-being is valued as
whole in Christianity religion (Schoon, 2008, p. 10). During the church history, interest
was strongly opposed by the Christian scholars. According to Ambrose "If anyone
commits usury, he commits robbery and no longer has life". Calvin opinion was to stop
the professional money lenders from the church. After the devil there is no grater enemy
of human on earth then the usurer and the miser, Luther said (Christian History
Magazine, 1987, p.1). Despite negative views about interest, traditional financial system
was growing and growing and no other financial system stood in front of it except the
Islamic financial system, re-emerged in mid-1980 (Schoon, 2008, p. 10).
Approximately during the last thirty five years the concept of “Islamic financial system”
has grown tremendously. Islamic finance refers to a financial system which is consistent
with the Shariah. It considers the human well-being and justice which provides benefit to
the whole mankind (Schoon, 2008, p. 10). It considers not only the economic and
financial aspects of the transaction but also focuses on the non-economic and financial
aspects at the same time. The main factor that differentiates the Islamic financial system
from the conventional financial system is the “interest”. In Islamic finance interest is
strictly prohibited and it is against the Islamic principles and forbidden in Shariah
(Association of Islamic Banking Institutions, 2010, p.2). Islam gives reasons for this and
considers the interest based financial system as humiliation and slavery of the mankind in
which richer becomes richest and poor becomes poorer and finally the whole financial
system collapses. At the same time Islamic financial system is not just the “interest free”
financial system .It has other unique features of Islamic economics like risk sharing,
property rights, rights and duties of the individual and society (Zamir & Greuning, 2008,
p. 42)
Islamic finance is becoming the most growing part of the financial market not only in the
Muslim countries but also in non-Muslim countries where sizable Muslim community
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lives (Zamir & Greuning, 2008, p. 42). Financial services have a potential market of 1.6
billion Muslims around the world that should continue to offer opportunities for both
Muslims as well as to non-Muslims. The growth rate of Islamic finance has been 15 to 20
percent annually during the last five years, which is considered to be a very high growth
rate (Oakley, 2009, p.1). According to Standard & poor’s during the year 2009 Islamic
banks’ assets grew 29 percent over the last year 2008. Assets of top five hundred Islamic
banks has reached to USD 822 billion which was USD 639 billion in 2008 (Anwar, 2010,
p. 1). On the basis of a country’s Muslim population and per capita income, the largest
Islamic finance markets include Malaysia, Turkey, Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, the United
States, and France, whereas the fastest growing markets are Malaysia, Bahrain, the
United Arab Emirates, Indonesia, and Pakistan. Due to rapid growth during the last few
years, the potential for continuous future growth in the Islamic finance sector is not out of
question. Even some estimates suggesting that in coming eight to ten years half the
savings of the world’s 1.6 billion Muslims will be in Islamic banks. This could represent
$905 billion in total assets in Middle Eastern countries alone. Though middle east is
considered to be the hub of Islamic finance but Muslims living outside of the Middle East
even represent a larger population, including countries such as India, Indonesia, and
Malaysia, but also within developed countries including the United Kingdom, France,
Germany, the Netherlands, and the United States (Smith, 2005, p. 2).
The most growing part of the Islamic finance is Sukuk, Islamic bonds. It is capital market
Islamic instrument issued to raise funds form the public investors. It is structured to avoid
interest and made in the line with the Quran (the holy book of Islam) and are among the
fastest-growing instruments in the world. Sukuk are unique income financial instruments
structured as asset, project or service-backed entities. Main feature of Sukuk is that it
provides proportionate ownership in a given asset or pool of assets according to Shariah.
This unique characteristic makes investors or Sukuk holders an owner to the underlying
assets (Vishwanath & Azmi, 2009, p. 62). Sukuk issuance now stands at an estimated
USD 150 billion in outstanding debt at December 31, 2009. This is a dramatic rise since
2001 when the market consisted on USD 997 million only (IIMF, 2009, p.1). Especially
during the past decade Islamic finance and especially the Sukuk market has shown
unbelievable growth.
This growth in Islamic capital market-Sukuk also brings risks associated with it including
financial risks. Generally speaking, risk can be a result of lack of information, knowledge
or experience and uncertainty about the future which might negative or positive. Risk
management is done by pointing and analyzing potential risks, formulating and
implementing the action in accordance with their impact. In other words risk
management is a process which enables the managers firstly to identify the risks in a
systematic way and then develop and implement appropriate measure to address them.
Better risk management produces more accurate and reliable planning and more certainty
in financial planning and management which results better decision making (New South
Wales treasury, 2004, p.5).
The need and importance of various forms of efficient and effective risk management in
financial and non financial firms has been more highlighted in the current financial
disaster which creates a new phenomenon of financial misadventure. According to most
2

of the regulatory authorities the main reason behind this was the inadequate and poor risk
management. Financial institutions need not only to comply with the current regulations
but also need to comply with the forthcoming regulations for better risk management. It
is a big error to consider that compliance with current regulations is enough for the sound
and scientific risk management. Reliable risk management measures needs to be focused
on continuous basis and it is an ongoing activity. It is important to note that risks cannot
be eliminated but one’s responsibility is to recognize them and manage them in a planed
way in order to protect the organization as whole form any potential danger. Risk
manager may simply have well planed systematic set of actions available in order to
minimize the risks (Six & Kowalski, 2005, p.6).
The same is true in the case of Islamic finance or even more important in the case of
Islamic capital market, Sukuk. Sukuk market is reaching at a point of sophistication
where almost all the conventional products are replicated in accordance to the way of
Shariah and which is not desirable according to some experts (Mahlknecht, 2010, p.1).

As this is a new and dynamic market in which Islamic finance managers have not much
experiences and expertise as a result they are not yet so good and are facing difficulties in
risk management. Islamic finance managers have not many options to manage the risks
and that might be the alarming thing for the future sustainable growth and success of
Islamic financial system. Particularly in recent financial crisis more emphasis is being
laid on the risk management. It will become more important when the economist think
Islamic financial system as an alternative to the collapsed traditional financial system that
is working almost from 300 years (WIEF, 2009, p.1). There is a great need to use
available Islamic risk management tools and techniques and learn the development and
innovation of the new ones which helps for the better management of risks. Therefore the
risk in Islamic finance should be managed in a best possible way in accordance with
Shariah. So many scholars and policy makers are trying to get better risk management
techniques and practices and it is also most important for the sustainable development
and success of Islamic financial system.
1.2. Research Problem and Purpose
What kinds of risks are associated with Islamic capital market; especially Sukuk (Islamic
bond)? And how these risks are currently managed by the Islamic financial manager
keeping in mind the Shariah compliance?
The purpose of this research is to analyse Islamic capital market. What instruments are
presently used for capital financing, with only focus on the ‘Sukuk’ (Islamic bonds).
Sukuk is most common and widely used capital market instrument for long term
financing. We will see in detail what Sukuk is and what its basic characteristics are. We
will also analyze how Sukuk is issued by the corporations and how it is operated. The
difference between Sukuk, traditional bond and share will also be made for better
understanding of the concepts.
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Risk management of the Islamic capital market-Sukuk is the main focus of this thesis. A
lot of research work has been done on the Islamic finance and especially on the Islamic
banking and its risk management issues. But the risk management of Islamic capital
market is not yet addressed. The risk management of the Islamic capital market is a new
and dynamic concept which has been getting more importance with the growth of the
Islamic capital market-Sukuk around the world during and after the financial crises of
2008. We will identify what are the different risks faced by Sukuk and how these risks
are currently managed. So this research will add a very valuable thoughts and knowledge
regarding the risks management issues in the Islamic capital market. The purpose of this
research is also to find out the main difficulties and obstacles faced by the risk manager
with respect to the Sukuk structure. Very valuable findings regarding the risk
identification of the Sukuk structure and the present practices used by the Islamic
financial experts to manage these risks are also concluded in the thesis research. It gives a
valuable contribution to understand the risk management of the Sukuk market. As Sukuk
is a dynamic product so its risk management aspect is also very dynamic. So different
kinds of risk are identified and discussed with respect to Sukuk.

1.3. Limitations
The limitations of this study are as follows.


Islamic capital market is a vast field. This study will only focus at the basics
characteristics of Islamic capital market & Sukuk. We are considering only
one Islamic capital market instrument i.e. Sukuk, because it covers almost
90% of Islamic capital markets.



Lack of financial experts in Islamic capital market. There is no scarcity of
financial experts who have expertise of traditional financial system. But in
Islamic capital markets every transaction has to be in accordance with the
Islamic law, so the one has to be well aware of the Islamic law. There are lack
of financial experts who have knowledge of both i.e. traditional financial
system and the Islamic law.



As it is new field of study so there is a limitation regarding available scientific
research on Islamic capital market.



All respondents are from Pakistani background and are Muslims which
doesn’t represent the whole Islamic and world financial environment. It could
have been better to include experts from other background especially from the
west but it was very difficult to find these kinds of people.
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1.4. Dispositions
Chapter 2, this chapter discusses and explains the research approach, research
philosophy, research method, data collection methods and truth criteria. We define and
argue for the choices, we made in our research.
Chapter 3, this chapter discusses the theories about Islamic finance and capital market.
The structure of Sukuk and its basic underlying principals, basic difference between
Sukuk, bond and share is also studied. What are the drawbacks of Sukuk structure is an
important of this chapter. At the end risk management in Islamic capital market-Sukuk
and risk management framework is presented.
Chapter 4, this chapter includes the empirical data about the Islamic capital marketSukuk and its risk management. This empirical data is an outcome of the secondary data
and the primary data which is in the form of responses of the interviewees. First empirical
data about Islamic capital market-Sukuk is presented and then about its risk management.
Chapter 5, this chapter includes the analysis on the basis of empirical study. Analysis of
this research is presented in the same pattern as we did in chapter four, empirical study, in
order to ease better understanding and flow of this thesis. First analysis of the “Islamic
capital market-Sukuk” is presented and afterwards analysis of the “risk management of
the Sukuk structure” is presented. Only relevant parts of the interviews are included.
Chapter 6, Conclusions drawn from the analysis chapter are presented in this chapter. At
the end we provide about recommendations and further study.
1.5. Definitions
“Gharar: It means any element of absolute or excessive uncertainty in any business or a
contract about the subject of contract or its price, or mere speculative risk. It leads to
undue loss to a party and unjustified enrichment of other, which is prohibited.
Halal: Anything permitted by the Shariah.
Haram: Anything prohibited by the Shariah.
Ijarah: Letting on lease. Sale of a definite usufruct of any asset in exchange of definite
reward. It refers to a contract of land leased at a fixed rent payable in cash and also to a
mode of financing adopted by Islamic banks. It is an arrangement under which the
Islamic banks lease equipments, buildings or other facilities to a client, against an agreed
rental.
Istisna’a: It is a contractual agreement for manufacturing goods and commodities,
allowing cash payment in advance and future delivery or a future payment and future
delivery. A manufacturer or builder agrees to produce or build a well described good or
building at a given price on a given date in the future. Price can be paid in instalments,
5

step by step as agreed between the parties. Istisna’a can be used for providing the facility
of financing the manufacture or construction of houses, plants, projects, and building of
bridges, roads and highways.
Maisir: An ancient Arabian game of chance played with arrows without heads and
feathering, for stakes of slaughtered and quartered camels. It came to be identified with
all types of hazard and gambling.
Mudarabah: A form of partnership where one party provides the funds while the other
provides expertise and management. The latter is referred to as the Mudarib. Any profits
accrued are shared between the two parties on a pre-agreed basis, while loss is borne by
the provider(s) of the capital.
Murabaha: Literally it means a sale on mutually agreed profit. Technically, it is a
contract of sale in which the seller declares his cost and the profit. This has been adopted
by Islamic banks as a mode of financing. As a financing technique, it can involve a
request by the client to the bank to purchase a certain item for him. The bank does that
for a definite profit over the cost which is stipulated in advance.
Musawamah: Musawamah is a general kind of sale in which price of the commodity to
be traded is bargained between seller and the purchaser without any reference to the price
paid or cost incurred by the former.
Musharakah: Musharakah means a relationship established under a contract by the
mutual consent of the parties for sharing of profits and losses in the joint business. It is an
agreement under which the Islamic bank provides funds which are mixed with the funds
of the business enterprise and others. All providers of capital are entitled to participate in
management, but not necessarily required to do so. The profit is distributed among the
partners in pre-agreed ratios, while the loss is borne by every partner strictly in
proportion to respective capital contributions.
Riba: An excess or increase. Technically, it means an increase over principal in a loan
transaction or in exchange for a commodity accrued to the owner (lender) without giving
an equivalent counter-value or recompense in return to the other party; every increase
which is without an or equal counter-value.
Shariah: The term Shariah refers to divine guidance as given by the Holy Qur’an and the
Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) and embodies all aspects of the Islamic faith,
including beliefs and practice.
Shirkah: A contract between two or more persons who launch a business or financial
enterprise to make profits. In the conventional books of Fiqh, the partnership business has
been discussed under the option of Shirkah that, broadly, may include both Musharakah
and Mudarabah.

6

Sunnah: Custom, habit or way of life. Technically, it refers to the utterances of the
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) other than the Holy Quran known as Hadith, or his personal
acts, or sayings of others, tacitly approved by the Prophet”.(Ayub, 2009, p.1-8).

7

Chapter 2.Research Methodology
In this chapter methodological assumptions are addressed. We discuss and explain
research approach, research philosophy, research method, data collection methods and
truth criteria. We define and argue for the choices, we made in our research.
2.1. Choice of Topic
The authors’ previous interest and background on banking and finance made them think
about the more current and relevant topic in the field. In addition to this our specialized
courses in finance in our Master degree particularly “Investment” and “Cash and Risk
Management”
developed our interest towards risk management side of financial
markets.
For choosing our topic we studied different articles from academic and professional
journals, reports and books on Islamic banking, Islamic finance, financial markets and
risk management, which can be useful for generating good research ideas.
After going through all the readings we conducted brainstorming sessions to filter our
ideas and thoughts generated from the literature we studied (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 28).
We observed that presently risk management is much discussed topic in the Islamic
capital markets and there is much possibility to explore this area. Therefore, we were
agreed and convinced to combine our two area of interest i.e. risk management and
Islamic finance. We specifically chose “Risk Management in Islamic Capital Markets”
which really excited our imagination (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009, p. 22).
2.1.1. Preconceptions
Preconceptions are important for any research work from authors’ perspective as well as
from the readers’ perspective. Preconceptions play an important role in outcome of the
research. For a reader it helps to understand the background of the authors and their
approach. But preconceptions are more important for the authors in order to select and
narrow their research area. If author have knowledge about his intended area then it will
be easy for him to remain very close to his topic (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p.30).
Both the authors are from the same background. Both are from the Pakistan, both are
MBA’s; both have practical experience of working in the bank. In addition to all these
authors are studying in the same program i.e. Masters in Finance from Umea University,
Sweden. However, one of the authors has prior knowledge of conducting research on
Islamic banking. The authors believe that their similar academic and professional
backgrounds and their previous knowledge of Islamic banking will help them to further
develop their knowledge in Islamic finance and making this research more fruitful.
According to (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p.7) a researcher cannot be free from his personal
values; that can show biasedness on some parts of the research. Since the authors are
from the Islamic country and have previous Islamic knowledge in their minds this could

8

lead to biasness in the research. However, authors tried their best to be neutral, because of
the following:






Research question is developed from the existing practices of risk management
not only in Islamic financial markets but also in conventional financial markets
Research is based on existing literature available in entire financial world
Data is collected from different authentic sources including both Islamic and
western world
For empirical data we focus and consider only the thoughts and views of the
respondents only and not try to influence this in our own way
Comparison of Sukuk with traditional bond and share gives the critical view

2.2. Research Philosophy
Research philosophy plays a vital role in selecting the appropriate research strategy. It
has significant effect not only on what the researchers are doing but also helps them to
understand what is being investigated.(Saunders et al., 2009, p. 108)
There are two types of research philosophies i.e. epistemological philosophy and
ontological philosophy. Epistemological research philosophy concerns what is an
appropriate knowledge in a field and how it should be studied. (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p.
16) It is further classified into Positivism and Interpretisvism. Positivism is a research
philosophy which believes that the rules and principles used to study natural science
should be followed in studying the social science. (Saunders et al., 2009, p. 113) The
contrasting philosophy of positivism is the Interpretisvism. Main theme of this research
philosophy is that the subject matter of social science is different from that of natural
science. Therefore, there should be a different logic for studying the social science, which
reflects the distinctiveness of human as opposed to the natural order (Bryman & Bell,
2007, p. 17).
In this research we are adopting the positivistic research philosophy. Because Islamic
finance has certain principles and the same principles forms the basis of Sukuk. For
example, prohibition of interest is one of the main bases of Islamic finance, therefore in
studying the risk management practices of Sukuk we have to make sure that interest is
not charged in any case. Similarly, speculation is also forbidden so it should also be
avoided throughout risk management process. Moreover, Sukuk and risks associated with
it are observable from the financial markets where they are traded and there are very
likely chances that our research ends in law-like generalisation (Saunders et al., 2009, p.
113). In studying the Sukuk and its risk management practices we are fully independent
from what is being observed (Remenyl et al. 1998 cited in Saunders et al., 2009, p.114).
We are analysing the risk management of Sukuk by keeping in mind the specific risk
management tools like Hedging, Derivatives and options, which are used in traditional
financial markets and the Islamic laws which allows the financial transactions in
9

accordance with the Shariah. We will see the current risk management practices with the
perspective of Shariah compliance.
The ontological philosophy is concerned with the nature of the reality. (Saunders et al.,
2009, p. 110) This is further classified into two categories; Objectivism, which states that
“social entities exist in reality external to social actors concerned with their existence”,
and subjectivism that ”holds that social phenomena are created from the perceptions
and consequent actions of those social actors concerned with their existence”. (Saunders
et al., 2009, p.111) Our ontological position in this research is the objectivism. In Islamic
finance there are standard rules and regulations given in the Islamic law which should
ideally be followed. We cannot influence or change these rules. The whole concept of
Islamic capital markets is built on these fundamentals. We can develop the risk
management methods on the basis of these fundamentals. This research is conducted
keeping in mind those laws and see how these laws relating to risk management are
practiced in Islamic capital markets. Moreover there is standard procedure for issuance of
Sukuk and we will examine their applicability in Islamic capital markets.

2.3 Research Approach
According to Easterby Smith et al. (2008) research approach is important because it helps
to make a more informed decision about the research design and guides much more than
the data collection techniques (Saunders et al., 2009, p.126). There are two research
approaches. Deductive approach is normally used to test the existing theory by
developing hypothesis. It is generally associated with scientific research with quantitative
data. According to the Bryman and Bell, in inductive approach first data is collected and
then relationship between the observations is found. Generally the end result of inductive
approach is the new theory which can be generalized to the entire subject area (Saunders
et al., 2009, p.126).
Our research approach is abductive, which is combination of both inductive and
deductive. Our research is deductive because we started with the Islamic finance
principles. On the basis of these principles we developed the theoretical framework,
which guided us for generating the interview guide. And the findings of our research are
based on the theoretical framework we developed and on the analysis of the empirical
data. Then our findings will lead us to the conclusion in terms of whether the empirical
findings are in accordance with the theoretical framework or not, which is the case of
inductive approach. If the results are not in line with the theoretical framework, then there
will be possibility of generating new theory. If our findings are in line with the theoretical
framework then there will be no need of generating new theory.
2.4. Research Method
We have considered three research methods in order to select the appropriate method for
our research. These models are qualitative, quantitative and pluralistic research methods.
Qualitative research method is used when the researcher intends to get a clear picture of
the research problem, by analyzing and interpreting what people say about a certain
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phenomenon. In this method data is not available in proper standardized form like
statistical and mathematical (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p. 28).
Quantitative research method is used normally when data is in the forms of numbers,
digits or in other statistical and mathematical form, which can be easily measured
numerically. In this type or research observations are all in standardized form. (Bryman
& Bell, 2007, p. 28) Third research method is the Pluralistic method. This is a mixture of
both qualitative and quantitative methods. In this method qualitative method is a
foundation to quantitative method. (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p. 14)
After analyzing all three research methods and their relevance to our problem statement
we selected the qualitative research method. Because the data we have collected to solve
problem statement does not exclusively contain the number and is not in the numerical
standardized format. It is mostly based on the literature review and we will rely on words
rather than numbers. We did not use any mathematical and statistical tool for collection
and analysis of data in our research.
Secondly our research has some components of inductive approach which is normally the
case with qualitative research. Moreover we are not developing any relationship between
any variables like Islamic capital market and their risk management as it happens in the
quantitative research. Though the end result of qualitative research is the generation of
new theory but this is not always true. There are examples where qualitative researches
which were employed to test and not to generate theories (Saunders et al., 2009, p.29).So
we have qualitative research method for our thesis.

2.5. Data collection method
Our primary sources of data are the interviews. Detail of interviews will be provided in
the succeeding part. Our secondary source of data includes books, scientific and
academic articles, journals, newspapers, TV interviews and web resources.
2.5.1. Sampling
It was difficult to find the financial experts in Islamic risk management field in Sweden.
The ones who are available in other countries were difficult to contact and getting their
interviews was not possible. Therefore we contacted seven persons for getting their
interviews which was possible and convenient for us. And who, we think, have
appropriate knowledge on the subject. Therefore the sampling technique we used for our
research is the judgmental sampling. Judgemental sampling is non-probability sampling
where the researcher selects the sample based on their judgement. In this sampling the
researcher believes that the sample they select will meet the requirements of the study
(Shiu, Hair, Bush & Ortinau, 2009, p.481).
2.5.2. Primary Sources
Our primary sources are the telephonic interviews. It is important to mention here that
there are constraints for primary data collection. The main reason being that there are
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very few experts in the field of Islamic finance and those are also in different parts of
world. We tried to get their views. We sent e-mails to more than 50 experts of Islamic
finance from different countries but unfortunately we did not get the enough positive
responses. Therefore, we conducted telephonic interviews from our own references.
Interviews are good tool in research to collect primary data. The interview in qualitative
research searches to describe and find the meanings of central themes in the life world of
the subjects. In other words, a qualitative research interview seeks to cover both a factual
and a meaning level, though it is usually more difficult to interview on a meaning level
(Kvale, 1996, p. 67). Interviews are even more useful for getting the story behind a
participant’s experiences. The interviewer can get useful information from the
respondent’s personal experience and can pursue in-depth information around the topic
(McNamara, 1999).
Preparing for an interview in qualitative research is also critical because it has to be much
less specific than the interviews in quantitative research. The best way to prepare for a
qualitative interview is to ask yourself about what is confusing for you. The discussions
with friends and colleagues give good point to be asked. Apart from this, current
literature is an excellent source to derive your questions. (Bryman & Bell, 2007, p. 482)
Therefore, before conducting interviews we read various articles and current issues in
Sukuk and its risk management for asking the more relevant and concrete questions from
the interviewees.
Main focus of the interviewer during the interview should be on what exactly the
interviewee is saying and understanding the meaning of it (Kvale, 1996, p. 67). There are
different types of interviews in researches. Selection of interview type depends on the
type of the research being conducted. The different types of interviews in qualitative
research are clustered into non-standardized interviews such as semi-structured interview
and unstructured or in depth interviews, and standardized interviews such as structured
interviews Saunders et al (2009).
Silverman (2002) defined interview in qualitative research as ‘open ended’ questions
with small samples. For our research we organized unstructured interviews. They were
more sort of a conversational discussion in an informal environment. Since our target
interviewees were living in Dubai, therefore it was not possible for us to conduct face to
face interviews. We organized telephonic interviews.Telephone interviews helped us to
get the required information quickly. We arranged seven telephonic interviews with
different risk management experts. During our telephonic conversation of 30 to 45
minutes , we remained close to the discussion of Sukuk and its risk management, how it
is presently done and what are the ways to do better risk management of Sukuk in an
Islamic capital market specially Sukuk market. We make notes of all the ideas and
thoughts given by the interviewee. We give full independence to the respondents for
giving their views and telling about their experiences on the subject. We avoid
influencing our respondent and letting them to speak in their own thinking. More detail
about our interviews and discussion is given in chapter four.
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2.5.3. Secondary Sources
We studied different books on the Islamic finance, Sukuk and Risk management. Though
we find very little about the risk management in the Islamic capital markets in Islamic
finance literature, but still it formed good basics for our research. We searched different
articles with terms including Islamic banking, Islamic finance, Islamic capital market,
Sukuk, and risk management in Islamic capital market. We mainly searched from a risk
manager’s perspective besides from stakeholder’s perspective.
We tried to maximum use university databases. We used EBSCO host, Business source
premier and Academic search elite for finding articles but since this is relatively a new
concept therefore we found a few articles and for further information we have to go to the
other web sources.
Newness of the topic can be judged from the fact that while searching on Business source
premier database with the term “Risk management in Islamic capital markets” the output
was only 10 hits. When we searched with term “Sukuk risk management” we got only 6
hits. Similarly when we extended our research on Academic Search Elite database with
the similar term the output was 0 and 6 hits respectively.
We searched for different business magazines, newspapers and video sources on internet.
We obtained recent facts and figures about Islamic capital market and Sukuk from the
websites of AAOIFI (Auditing and Accounting Organization of Islamic Financial
Institutions) and IIFM (International Islamic Financial Market) both are authentic and
standardized financial institutions for Islamic finance. We consulted web pages of IDB
(Islamic Development Bank) and Standard & Poor’s as well. We also visited different
companies’ website that are or have issued the Sukuk, for getting the latest information
on the topic and on the present issues.
2.5.4. Critical Review of the Sources
Our primary resources were the interviews. We selected only seven interviewees which is
not the ideal case. Secondly all the respondents were from the Pakistan and have Islamic
background. If there were more respondents having non Islamic background and from
different parts of the world, that could have made the scope of the research broader and
probably more neutral. Secondly, there are not enough scientific articles available on the
risk management of the Sukuk. Therefore, we have to use different articles available on
different websites. The credibility of the data could have been improved by using more
scientific articles.
2.6. Truth Criteria
2.6.1. Reliability
Reliability means ‘consistency’ of the measurement, means whether the measurement
used will produce the same results in the future or not. It also poses the question, whether
the same observations will be drawn by another researcher? (ibid, p. 156).Different
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authors have different points of view regarding the reliability, particularly in the
qualitative research.
Since this is a qualitative research and our research area is also very dynamic because it is
rapidly developing, new theories and different points of view keep changing the subject
area. But in current circumstances this research is very reliable and we believe that the
data we collected is as true as possible. We collected the data from most authentic
sources like AAOIFI (Auditing and Accounting Organization of Islamic Financial
Institutions), IIFM (International Islamic Financial Market) both are the central
governing bodies of Islamic financial institutions, apart from it we collected the data from
the most acceptable books of Islamic finance to which there are consensus amongst the
Islamic finance scholars.
There is always possibility of getting different results in qualitative research providing
that the research problem is different or if data is collected from different sources and
different ways. Saying that there is always room of improvement’, more data could have
been collected by visiting the different Islamic finance professional located in different
parts of the world, but due to money constraint this was not possible. However, we
believe that the data collected for this research is very authentic and reliable in the current
situation. As this is a qualitative research on a dynamic issue of Sukuk risk management,
we believe our findings will be reliable for a certain period of time. With the passage of
time and with new researches on the topic new areas might takes place and our findings
may be affected. Direct interviews are an ideal way to gather primary data but we
collected primary data through telephonic interviews for the reasons already mentioned
above, which is not an ideal case. Secondly, our sample size was relatively small. We
chose only seven risk management professionals that may not necessarily represent views
and thought of all the other professionals in the area. So we can say that our findings will
be reliable in the present scenario keeping in mind all the limitations we had.
2.6.2. Validity
The term validity has been defined by different authors differently in qualitative research.
There are different points of views regarding the validity of a qualitative research and
there is not a single universal concept to which all authors agreed upon. In fact this is
“rather a contingent construct, inescapably grounded in the processes and intentions of
particular research methodologies and projects” (winter, 2000, p.1). But generally all
researchers are agreeing on the validity of a qualitative research, though in different
meanings.
Validity means that the research undertaken achieves the purpose for which it was
undertaken. It is also sometime referred to as the ‘accuracy’ for easy understanding.We
believe that this research is valid as the data gathered is most accurate and up to date.
Moreover it also contributes to our research area and provides sound base to address the
research problem. In more specific terms, this research study has more external validity
than the internal validity, as the results can be generalized for all the Islamic finance
studies up to a certain extent.
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Chapter 3.Theoretical Framework
This chapter discusses the theories about risk management, Islamic finance and capital
market. The structure of Sukuk and its basic underlying principals, basic difference
between Sukuk, bond and share, the drawbacks of Sukuk structure is an important part of
this chapter. At the end risk management in Islamic capital market-Sukuk and financial
risk management framework is presented.
3.1. Introduction to Risk Management
Risk means uncertainty about future rates of return (Bodie, Kane & Marcus, 2001, p. 36).
“Risk” is in an integral part of all the financial markets. Risk is often viewed in negative
terms, but where ever there is opportunity there is risk. Moreover, risk and return have
direct proportion, higher risk means higher return and low risk means lower returns.
Broadly classifying there are two types of risk which are as follows.
1. Systematic Risk
Systematic risk is the risk which is on the macro level and which affects all the stocks
equally. For example change in interest rates, recession etc. since this risk prevails in the
system it cannot be avoided or diversified.
2. Un-Systematic Risk
Un-systematic risk is on the micro level and it affects a specific group of securities or a
single security. This risk can be minimized by “hedging”. Examples of un-systematic risk
are decrease in a company’s sale, workers strikes etc. Risk management is an integral
part of financial planning. The following figure explains this phenomenon:

Figure 3.1
Source: Google Images
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Increased volatility in financial markets has forced the risk managers to consider the
existing risk management techniques and also develop the new techniques to manage the
risks more effectively. However, the following part will take an overview of the existing
risk management practices.
Different approaches and theories are being used to measure risks like portfolio theory of
risk measurement in which investors has to choose between the portfolios on the basis of
their expected return and the standard deviation or variance of their return. Investor has
too select the portfolio which gives him/her the maximum expected return at a given
standard deviation or variance of that given portfolio. The famous and most used capital
asset pricing model (CAPM) is used in order to quantify risks (Dowd, 2005, p.7-8).On
the other hand when investor takes the derivative positions; they measure their risks by
calculating the ‘Greek’ parameters. These Greeks (delta, gamma, theta etc) are used to
measure the change in the underlying asset that is the derivative position with respect to
change in price, time, interest rate etc. There is another model which is used by firms to
measure their aggregate risk called Value at Risk (VAR) model (ibid, p. 9).
3.2. Risk Management in Traditional Capital Markets
Risk management has become most focused area in financial markets, particularly over
the last two years after the financial crisis. “Derivatives” have been used for a long time
in traditional capital markets to hedge or manage the financial risk. Derivatives are the
instruments that derive their value from some underlying assets (Hull, 2005, p.1).
Derivatives are used for the following purpose like:
 Derivative are used to manage/hedge risks
 Derivatives are used for speculation i.e. to predict the future variation of the
prices and take advantage
 They are used to change the nature of a liability i.e. fixed interest rate into floating
interest rate etc.
Future contracts, Forward contracts, Options, Swaps are widely used in the capital
markets for hedging.
 Future contracts
A future contract is an agreement to buy or sell something in future at a price agreed
upon today. Future contracts are standardized contracts in terms of maturity and size.
They are traded on exchange markets. Future contracts are settled daily. A specific
amount of margin is held with the broker to safeguard against any default by the contract
holder (Hull, 2005, p.12).
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 Forward contracts
A forward contract is a contract to buy or sell something in future at a price agreed upon
today. This is just like future contract except that they are traded between the parties
themselves. Traders of forward contracts normally include financial institutions and large
corporations.
 Options
An option gives the holders the right, not the obligation to buy or sell the respective
security. At put option gives the option to buy some underlying security whereas the call
option gives the right to sell underlying security.
 Swaps
A swap is an agreement to exchange cash flows in future at a particular time under some
specific conditions. Two common types of swaps contracts are interest rate swaps and
currency swaps. Interest rate swaps are used to manage the interest rate volatility and
reduce the borrowing cost while the currency swaps are used to hedge the currency rate
fluctuations (Hull, 2005, p. 13).
3.3. Introduction of New World -Islamic Finance
Islamic finance refers to a financial system which is consistent with the Islamic law or
Shariah principles. The basis of the Islamic laws are derived from the holy teaching of the
Quran, the holy book of Islam and the holey teaching and guidance of the Muhammad
(peace be upon Him), the messenger of Allah .Islam does not segregate financial system
form the social system. It covers and takes both the aspect of the society, the financial
and the welfare of the human beings at the same time. Islamic finance is not only limited
to Islamic law, Shariah but in broader context it is for the social, moral, religious and
ethical welfare of the society as a whole. The main factor that differentiates the Islamic
financial system from the conventional financial system is the “interest”. In Islamic
finance interest is considered to be unjustifiable and unethical (Iqbal, 1997, p. 42).
According to Islam interest (Riba) is that cursed in society, which accumulates money
around handful of people, and it results inevitably in creating monopolies, opening doors
for selfishness, greed, injustice and oppression (Usmani, 2002, p. 35).
Another criticism about interest, according to Islamic finance, is that the investor
providing money is assured of a return without taking any real risk or without doing any
work. While the other party; the entrepreneur is not assured of this positive return despite
of his effort and hard work (WIEF, 2009, p.1).Therefore this ultimately leads to injustice
and inequality in the society. Islam also considers the interest based financial system as
humiliation and slavery of the mankind in which richer becomes richer and poor becomes
poorer: ultimately creating imbalance in the society.
On the other hand, Islamic finance primarily encourages highest moral ethics such as
universal brotherhood, collective welfare and prosperity, social fairness and justice. Due
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to this reason, Islam renders interest which is sometimes called ´Riba` in Islamic finance
any transaction or economic which is based on interest is forbidden. The ideology of
Islamic finance is based upon the welfare of the society with the supremacy of divine
power.
3.4. Basics of Islamic Finance
The main pillars of Islamic finance can be classified in the following points:
3.4.1. Profit & Loss Sharing
Islamic finance is of the view that if one wants to get profit then he must also bear the
risk associated with it. Surety of a predetermined fixed rate of profit, as it is normally in
the existing conventional financial system, is not allowed (Standard & Poor’s, 2008.p.2).
Because no one knows with 100 percent surety that investment in a particular business
will yield certain profit, there are always risks associated with it. So, one has to bear the
risk in order to get some profit (Askari, CNBC, 2010).
3.4.2. Asset Backed Financing
According to Islamic finance, money is just a piece of paper, it doesn’t have an intrinsic
utility neither it is a commodity. It is just a medium of exchange. Therefore it should not
be used to earn money alone like simply putting in a bank account or lending to someone.
Or in other words we can say that money should only be used as a form of capital rather
than debt. So according to Islamic finance, there should be a real asset behind the
financial transaction (Standard & Poor’s, 2008, p.1).
3.4.3. Social Welfare
The soul of Islamic economic system is the social welfare, justice, universal
brotherhood/sisterhood and prosperity of the entire society. According to Shariah all
aspects of the society should be governed and controlled under the Islamic teachings and
beliefs and there is no separation between social life and economic or commercial life of
the society. All aspect of the society are together and cannot be dealt separately as in the
case of traditional financial system in which religion has to do nothing with the financial
market operations and the environment. So in Islamic finance, financing should only be
for healthy activities which are not against the human ethics and that create social welfare
and justice in the society (Iqbal, 1997, p. 42).
3.5. Prohibition in Islamic Finance
There are certain activities which in Islamic finance are considered to be against the
welfare of the society, therefore are prohibited (Standard & poor’s, 2008, p.2). Some of
these activities are:
 The prohibition of taking or receiving of interest.
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 Prohibition on transactions involving speculation or gambling
 Prohibition on transaction involving uncertainty about the subject-matter and
terms of contracts – this includes a prohibition on selling something that one does
not own (Deringer, 2006, p.7).
3.6. Main Components of Islamic Finance
Islamic finance can be broadly classified into following three parts:




Islamic banking
Islamic Insurance
Islamic Capital Market
Islamic Finance

Islamic Banking

Islamic Insurance

Islamic Capital Market

Fig.3.2
Source (www.Ifsb.org)
3.6.1 Islamic Banking
Concept of Islamic finance was first started with the Islamic banking in the 1970’s. From
then Islamic banking has grown tremendously. Islamic banking market worth $ 822
billion in 2009 and is expected to reach $1.03 trillion in 2010 (Divanna, CNBC,
2010).The ideology of Islamic banking is built upon the principles of Islamic finance.
3.6.2 Islamic Insurance (Takaful)
The term insurance is known as ‘takaful’ in Islamic finance. In Islamic finance the
concept of insurance is based on mutual cooperation, social solidarity and mutual
indemnification in case of losses to any of the group member from a joint fund. Takaful
is also growing at a rapid path. It is expected that worldwide growth of takaful will be
about 20% annually as compared to the conventional business growth of 2.5%. In
addition to this some recent reports estimated that the global takaful market would grow
over USD 14 billion by the end of 2010.
3.7. Islamic Capital Market and Its Structure
Islamic capital market refers to the capital market where all the transactions, operations
and activities are carried as per Islamic laws (Shariah). Islamic capital market consists of
two main parts, stock market and bond market. However the dominating part is the latter
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part. Today largest Islamic capital markets are Malaysia, U.A.E., Kuwait & Qatar
(Haroon, 2008, p.15).
There are different products of Islamic capital market. The following diagram presents a
general overview of the Islamic capital market:

Islamic Equity
Market

Sukuk Market

Islamic
Structured
Products

Islamic Stock
Broking

Fig.3.3
Source: www.Ifsb.org

Shariah
Compliant
Derivatives

3.7.1 Sukuk Market
Sukuk are the most important and most prominent elements of Islamic capital market. It
contributes approximately 90% to the Islamic capital market. In Sukuk market following
three types of financing is carried out:
 Islamic asset-based financing
In Islamic economics, financing is based on the specific asset. In Islamic finance money
is consider to be just a medium of exchange or a mechanism to complete the transaction.
While in case of conventional finance this is not the always case and most of the time
financing is currency-based.
 Islamic equity based financing
“Equity-based financing in Islamic model is based on the sharing of business risks, as
well as rewards by the bank and its client. Both parties would have to contribute for the
basic ingredients of a business venture such as capital, management, know-how, labor,
and other related professional attributes. Profits are distributed based on an agreed profit
distribution ratio while losses are prorated to each party's capital participation. Equity
financing is cemented by entering in either one of two contracts, namely a partnership
contract and a trust financing contract” (The Brunei Times, 2010).
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 Islamic asset-backed securities
“Shariah-compliant asset-backed securitization (ABS), that delivers a risk-return profile
similar to a conventional structure”. However, conventional securitization was developed
in non-Islamic economies and invariably involves interest-bearing debt” (Jobst, 2007, p.
3)
3.7.2 Islamic Equity Market
Islamic equity market operates on the basis of equity participation by the investor. It
includes the following Islamic products:





Shariah-compliant stocks
Islamic unit trusts
Islamic REITs (Real estate investment trusts)
Islamic index

3.7.3 Islamic Structured Products
Islamic structured investment products are customized products according to the need of
the specific investor which can be a wealthy individual or a group of investors. The risk
and reward of these products are designed to meet a specific objective. Generally the
following two types of Islamic structured products are used in Islamic capital market:
 Dual currency structured Investment
 Equity linked structured investment

3.7.4 Islamic Stock Broking
In Islamic capital market, stock broking is done according to the Shariah principals. This
part of Islamic capital market deals in the following:
 Shariah-compliant trading
 Shariah-compliant margin financing
3.8. Sukuk -Islamic Bond
3.8.1. Introduction
The concept of Sukuk was legitimised and documented by the Fiqa Academy of OIC in
1988. Later it came in to practise when, interestingly, a non-Muslim company Shell MDS
issued first domestic corporate Sukuk certificate in Malaysia in 1990 for an amount of
RM 125 million. This was the first major step of the modern world towards the Islamic
finance. The next step was by the Government of Bahrain in 2001 when it issued first
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international Sovereign Sukuk of amount USD 100 million (IIFM, 2009, p.7-8).
Followed by Malaysia who issued first sovereign Sukuk in 2002 (Oakley, 2008, p. 2).
3.8.2. Definition of Sukuk
In terms of terminology, ‘Sukuk’ is a classical Arabic word which is plural of ‘Sakk’.
The ‘Sakk’ means legal instrument, deed or check. Any document represents a contract
or conveys rights, obligations in compliance with Islamic law and that is Shariah
(Shanmugam & Zahari, 2009, p. 47). In simple terms Sukuk is an Islamic financial
instrument or securities which represent the ownership in an asset (IFSB, 2009). Sukuk
are asset backed securities (ABS) (Jobst, Kunzel, Mills & Syed, 2008, p. 340). It is an
Islamic investment certificate that has claims not only on the cash flows or revenue
generated by the asset but also has an ownership claim of the asset. The Sukuk holder
shares the profits and risks of the business instead of receiving fixed ratio of capital
invested (interest).
Islamic development bank has defined the Sukuk as, ‘‘an asset-backed bond which is
designed or structured in accordance with the Shariah and which may be traded in the
market’ (IDB,2004).
Accounting and auditing organization for Islamic institutions define the Sukuk as,
“Certificates of equal value representing undivided shares in the ownership of tangible
assets, usufructs and services or (in the ownership of) the assets of particular projects or
special investment activity” (AAOIFI, 2008).
Luxemburg Tax Authorities has issued circular on 12 January 2010 and defined Sukuk as
“debt instrument whose income and capital return depend on the performance of
underlying assets. Assets must be corporeal assets or the usufruct thereof” (Rabia &
Dascotte, 2010, p.13)
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3.8.3. General Structure of Sukuk Operations
General structure of Sukuk is explained from the diagram below:

Funds utilised for the asset
and delivered.

Face value of Sukuk paid
against the asset purchased at
maturity.

Profit or rent periodically paid

Fund Users-Corporation

Funds received against the Sukuk
issued.

Profit or rent periodically paid

Face value of Sukuk paid against
the redemption of certificates.

SPV

Fund Providers-Sukuk holders

Figure 3.4
Source: Own Description
The SPV is established as trust in favour of Sukuk holders. Corporations-fund users ask
the SPV for the assets/investments it needs for business purpose by providing the
feasibility report .SPV valuates the feasibility report and decides mutually the mode of
financing/type of Sukuk to be adopted/ issued. Now SPV issues the Sukuk certificates
and receives funds from the Sukuk holders. These funds are now used for the
purchasing/building/acquiring assets as per the specified needs of the corporations and
deliver the same. Any profits/rents generated are now transferred to SPV according to the
agreed terms and conditions. Then SPV pays the same to the Sukuk holders as per their
ratio of investment. At final specified date the asset is purchased by the corporations form
the SPV at agreed price usually equal to the face value of the Sukuk outstanding. SPV
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pays the settlement or selling price along with any profits/rents to the Sukuk holders
against the redemption of Sukuk certificates.
3.9. Types of Sukuk and Their Basic Principles
Sukuk are designed in view of the usage of funds and the mode of financing adopted in
compliance with the Islamic law. These are developed on the basis of basic Islamic
principles of financing like Mudaraba, Musharaka, Ijara, etc .Accounting and Auditing
Organization for Islamic Institutions has identified fourteen eligible Sukuk types
(AAOIFI, 2003-2004).The most common types of Sukuk issued around the globe are
seven, which are explained below:
3.9.1 Mudaraba Sukuk
Accounting and auditing organization for Islamic institutions defines the Mudaraba
Sukuk as, ‘‘Mudaraba Sukuk are investment Sukuk which represent the ownership of
units of equal value in the equity of the Mudaraba. The Sukuk holders provide the capital
for the Shariah compliant investment activity that is undertaken by the investment agent.
The investment agent is paid an agreed fee out of any profits derived from the business
activity’’ (AIMS, 2010, p.1-4).
According to Luxemburg Tax Authorities Mudaraba defined as “Type of specialized
investment in which the contributor and the beneficiary of the contribution share the
profits. If the investment project fails, there is a risk of loss of the equity, but if the
investment is pro table, the contributor is entitled to receive a fee for services rendered. If
the investment is not pro table, the contributor is not entitled to any fee” (Rabia &
Dascotte, 2010, p.13).
Basic Principles of Mudaraba
 It is an investment partnership contract for some Halal (acceptable in Shariah)
business purposes in which investment is made by one party called Rabulmall(fund provider/owner/investor) and the management and operations of the
business is wholly solely responsibility of the other party called mudraib (enter
pruner/manager).
 The Rabul-mall has no right to take part in the management of the business
activity. He or she has no executive power at all.
 The profits, if any, from business are distributed according to the predetermined
ratio between the parties.
 The loss, if any from the business activity is fully suffered by the Rabul-mall
(investor) only .The mudraib (entrepreneur/manager) has lost his expected profits
and his managerial work, skills, efforts invested in the business activity. The
condition attached to this principal is that the mudraib (entrepreneur/manager)
should conduct the business with due diligence and without any negligence.
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 The liability of the Rabul-mall(fund provider/owner/investor) is limited up to his
investments in the business if he does not authorised the mudraib
(entrepreneur/manager) to incur debts on his behalf.
 The ownership of the business assets rests with the rabul-mall only. So if there is
any appreciation in the value of assets this will belong to him only. Mudraib
(entrepreneur/manager) has a right to share the profits generated by the normal
operations of the business only (Al Zubi & Maghyereh, 2006, p. 235-249).
Practical Aspects of Mudaraba Sukuk Structure in the Current Capital Market
This kind of Sukuk structure is currently used to enhance public partnership in bid capital
intensive projects for example the development of airport, sea port, dams and power
generations facilities. For that purpose SPV established who issues Mudaraba Sukuk for
raising funds (Modaraba capital) required to develop that project .SPV manage the
development of the project at the behave of Sukuk holders. Any income or fee generated
including its proceeds at liquidation or sale is (final capital proceeds) paid to the Sukuk
holder as per agreed share. In 2006 Bahrain based Shamil Bank issued USD 51 million
Mudaraba Sukuk in order to invest the proceeds in real estate sector in china (Shamil
Bank, 2009).
3.9.2. Musharaka Sukuk
Accounting and auditing organization for Islamic institutions defines the Musharaka
Sukuk in the following way.
‘‘Musharaka Sukuk is investment Sukuk that represent ownership of musharaka equity.
The musharaka agreement is a form of joint venture agreement between the issuer and
(usually) the originator to engage in a Shariah compliant investment activity in
accordance with a business plan that is appended to the musharaka agreement. Any
profits received from the musharaka arrangements are distributed between the issuer and
the originator as agreed’’ (Academy for International Modern Study, 2009, p.1-4).
According to Luxemburg Tax Authorities Musharaka defined as “Investment via a
holding in which the share of the profit is determined beforehand and the losses
apportioned to each investor are limited to the amount invested. The payments made in
installments represent part repayment of the capital and part allocation of profit” (Rabia
& Dascotte, 2010, p.13).
Basic Principles of Musharaka
 It is an investment contract for conducting any halal (in accordance with Shariah)
business in which all parties contributed the capital in accordance with a specified
ratio.
 All partners have right to take active part in the management of the business and
have executive powers but it is not obligatory. The partner may agree on some
partner who can manage the business on behalf of the other.
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 Profits are shared in accordance with the pre-determined ratio. But in case of
sleeping partner it should not be grater then the ratio of the capital invested by
that sleeping partner.
 Loss should be suffered by each partner in accordance with the ratio of capital
invested rather than the predetermined profit sharing ratio.
 The liability of the partners is unlimited. But it can be limited to partners who do
not authorise other to incur debt during the conduct of business.
 All the partners are owners of business assets so any appreciation in the value of
assets is also subject to share among them in accordance to the predetermined
ratio (Al Zubi & Maghyereh, 2006, p. 235-249).
Practical Aspects of Musharaka Sukuk Structure in the Current Capital Market
This kind of Sukuk structure is currently used by the corporations to develop new
projects or to develop existing ones. It also used for financing any other business activity
at Musharaka basis. For that purpose SPV (special purpose vehicle) established who
provides funds (Musharaka capital) to the corporation by issuing Musharaka Sukuk in
order to conduct the business. Corporation also contributes capital normally in the form
of land and uses that find to complete or run specified business or project on behalf of
SPV. Corporation undertakes to buy shares of SPV on an agreed price and period until
SPV has no share in the business or project activity. All proceeds from the project or
business activity distributed to the Sukuk holder according to the specified share.
Emirates the national airline of Dubai issued $ 550 million Musharaka Sukuk in
2005.The proceeds are used to finance the Emirates Engineering Centre and to build its
headquarter in Dubai. The term of Sukuk was seven year and listed on Luxembourg
Stock Exchange.
3.9.3 Ijara Sukuk
Accounting and auditing organization for Islamic institutions define the Musharaka
Sukuk in the following way.
‘‘These are Sukuk that represent ownership of equal shares in a rented real estate or the
usufruct of the real estate. These Sukuk give their owners the right to own the real estate,
receive the rent and dispose of their Sukuk in a manner that does not affect the right of
the lessee, i.e. they are tradable. Holders of such Sukuk bear all cost of maintenance of
and damage to the real estate” (AIMS, 2009, p.1-4)
Ijara is a structure in which the owner transfers the right of use or any benefit from a
specific property or another assets/service to another person for a consideration, for
example the rent. It is an alternative to traditional leasing. (Usmani, 1998, p.2)
Luxemburg Tax Authorittes defined Ijarah as “leasing agreement in which the contributor
of equity (generally the bank) buys property on behalf of its client and then provides its
client with the property in return for a rent over an agreed period” (Rabia & Dascotte,
2010, p.13). The specific terms and conditions of the contract made Ijara different form
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the traditional lease which should be formatted by considering the Islamic principles of
Ijara.
Basic Principles of Ijara
 The lease (Ijara) should be for an agreed period, agreed consideration and for
identifiable asset in clear terms. The asset under subject should have valuable use
in accordance with the Islamic laws otherwise it cannot be considered as Ijara.
 Ownership of ‘right to use or drive benefit’ remains with the lessor, only its
‘right’ is transferred. So the thing which is consumed during its usage cannot be
leased out for example fuel, food for eating, money, etc. Otherwise it is treated as
loan and any consideration received consider as interest (Riba) which is
prohibited.
 Lessor is responsible for all the liabilities associated with the asset leased except
the liabilities results from the usage of assets. For example lessor is liable to pay
property tax, insurance under takaful (Islamic mode of insuring) and the normal
deprecation, utility bills and taxes should be borne by the lessee only.
 The leased asset should be used only for purpose specified in the contract
otherwise lessor’s consent is mandatory.
 All the risk associated with the leased asset will remain with the lessor during the
leased period. However lessee is responsible for the losses due to his negligence
and misuse of the asset.
 Rental amount should be determined at the time of agreement and latter cannot be
changed without the consent of all parties to the contract.
 The rental payment will be charged from the date of actual delivery of the leased
asset not from that date of price paid or purchased by the lessor as in the case of
traditional lease. If the asset is purchased by the lessee at the behalf of lessor,
agent-principal relations come in to being and after the delivery took place the
relationship of lessor-lessee established. The difference in both is very necessary
in Ijara (lease)
 In case of a default the lessee/owner should not charge ant penalty. Others steps
can be taken to recover the rent including asking him to vacate the property
(Usmani, 1998, p.1-14)
Practical Aspects of Ijara Sukuk Structure in the Current Capital Market
Currently Ijara structure is involved in sale and lease back transactions. It uses real estate
/building as an asset to raise money from the investors. For that purpose SPV (special
purpose vehicle) established which takes the building from the owner at agreed price.
Then SPV issues Ijara Sukuk to raise funds (Ijara capital) equal to that price and make
payment to the owner. Now SPV leases back the building/asset to the owner for an
agreed monthly rent or fee. This fee or rental receipts are paid to the investors, Ijara
Sukuk holders. The value of the building at the end of leased period will also be paid to
the Sukuk holder which is equals to the amount outstanding which is normally the face
value of the Sukuk certificates (Standard & Poor’s, 2005.pag.1). Water and Power
Development Authority (WAPDA) of Pakistan issued Rs.8 billion Ijara Sukuk in order to
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finance the up raising project of Mangala Dame. It is secured through the irrevocable first
demand guarantee provided by the ministry of finance of Pakistan (Daily Times, 2005, p.
6).
3.9.4. Murabha Sukuk
According to Luxemburg Tax Authorities Murabha is “Transaction allowing the client
(the investor) to buy property without having to subscribe to an interest-bearing loan?
The equity contributor (for example a bank) the financier buys the property and then sells
it to the investor on a deferred basis. This is a financial scheme to be used for any type of
Shariah compliant asset, but principally for real estate (or stocks, commodities or such
like)” (Rabia & Dascotte, 2010, p.13). The holder of murabha Sukuk or the capital
provider purchases the specific asset/commodity from the third party and then sells it to
the buyer or capital users at cost plus profit basis (Pollard & Samers, 2007, p.315-316).
The capital users then pay price of the asset/commodity in instalments as agreed between
them (Usmani, 1998, p.1-14).
Basic Principles of Murabha
 Murabha is more likely a sale rather than a mode of financing in Islamic Shariah
so it should meet all applicable conditions of a valid sale agreement.
 Finance is made only for the purchase of a particular commodity i.e. purchase of
wheat for a floor mills and not for other overhead expenses i.e. utility bills,
salaries ,etc. It cannot also be used for already purchased asset/commodity.
 The cost of the purchased commodity and the profit therein should be disclosed to
the buyer at the time of sale.
 The seller should own and possess the commodity and bears its risk first and then
sell it to the buyer. As in agent-principal relationship the buyer may purchase
commodity from third party on the seller’s behalf and then purchase the same
form the seller.
When the price is fixed either on cash or credit bases it cannot be increased due to late
payment or decreased due to early payment. The security of the payment is obtained by
taking the promissory note or bill of exchange (Usmani, 1998, p.1-14).
Practical aspects of Murabha Sukuk Structure in the Current Capital Market
Murabaha structure of Sukuk is used to finance a particular commodity or asset for the
purpose of resale to the borrower. For example textile mills need cotton to full fill its raw
material need so it can get it through Murabha structures.
For that purpose SPV (special purpose vehicle) established. The corporation like textile
mills signed undertaking with SPV to buy particular commodity like cotton at pre agreed
price. Then SPV issues Murabha Sukuk to raise funds (Murabha capital) required to
purchase that commodity from supplier and sells the same at cost plus profit basis to the
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borrower. Sukuk holders are entitled for the sale price (cost plus profit) of that
commodity which normally paid in instalments over a specified period of time.

3.9.5 Salam Sukuk
Salam Sukuk is issued to raise Salam capital. The holder of slam Sukuk is the purchaser
of the commodity from the issuer of the Sukuk, the seller at an agreed price paid at spot
for the consideration of the commodity whose delivery will be made at agreed future
dated (Usmani, 1998, p.1-14).Salam is way to replace the traditional future/forward
contracts by considering the Islamic laws and basic principles.
Basic principles to consider while developing Salam Sukuk
 The price of the commodity/asset is fully paid to the seller by the buyer at spot but
delivery will be made at specified future date.
 The commodity should be standardized. Quality and quantity is well determinable
and it is easily available in the market.
 The future delivery date and place should be clearly mentioned in the contract.
(Usmani, 1998, p.1-14)
Practical Aspects of Salam Sukuk Structure in the Current Capital Market
Salam structure is used to conduct the forward commodity contract with the aim of
obtaining funds against the commodity which is to be delivered at some specified future
dated. For that purpose SPV established who issues Salam Sukuk to raise funds (Salam
capital) in order to purchase the specified commodity at specified price with specific
future delivery date. Corporation or seller gets the full sale price in advance and normally
this sale price is lower than the future spot price. SPV takes delivery and sell the
commodity at market price that is higher than that purchase price. Difference is the profit
that is distributed among the Salam Sukuk holders.
3.9.6. Istisna Sukuk
Luxemburg Tax Authorities defined Istisna as “Consists of the financing of the
production of property via an advance of payment for future delivery or a future payment
for a future delivery” (Rabia & Dascotte, 2010, p.13). Istisna Sukuk certificated issued to
raise capital for the production of a specific asset. Holders are the owners of that asset
which is to be produced or manufactured at future date. The Sukuk holders are entitled to
the sale proceeds from the certificate or the asset manufactured.
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Basic Principles to Consider while Developing Istisna Sukuk
 Funds are used only for the manufacturing of a specified product or asset only
which has to be delivered at future dated.
 The sale price may or may not be paid in full in advance as in case is Salam
structure.
 The specific of the intended manufactured asset should be clearly agreed between
the manufactured and the fund provider.
The contract can be cancelled by either party before the start of the manufacturing of the
asset or product but cannot be cancelled after the start of manufacturing or production.
(Usmani, 1998, p. 2-14).
Practical Aspects of Istisna Sukuk Structure in the Current Capital Market
This Sukuk structure is used for the purpose of financing a big and complex capital
intensive products or assets. For example the manufacturing of air plane, ships and the
development of big infrastructures projects. It can be used in BOT (buy, operate and
transfer) agreements. For that purpose SPV (special purpose vehicle) established with the
purpose of raising funds (Istisna capital) required to pay the sale price. These funds
should be used for the manufacturing or developing that particular project or asset. At
delivery the title is transferred to the SPV the it can either sold or leased to the end user at
a profit .All proceeds and profits should be distributed to the Istisna Sukuk holders.
3.9.7. Hybrid Sukuk
This type of Sukuk is structured by combining the principle of multiple Sukuk structures
like Ijara, Mudaraba and Istisna which comprised by a pool of assets. Diversified pool of
asset comprised on different structures of Sukuk provided more attractiveness to the
investors in the market.
Basic Principles to Consider while Developing Hybrid Sukuk
Principles of each Sukuk as mentioned earlier that is the part of the hybrid Sukuk should
be considered while developing the type of hybrid Sukuk. Principles of a particular
Sukuk which becomes the part of hybrid structure should be implemented in hybrid
Sukuk structures.
Practical aspects of Hybrid Sukuk Structure in the Current Capital Market
This kind of Sukuk structure is designed by keeping in view the different needs of the
different finance users. It comprises more than one feature of different Sukuk structures
available in the market. The SPV (special purpose vehicle) takes the assets and Murabaha
contact from the borrower, Then it issues the Hybrid Sukuk to raise funds(Hybrid capital)
to pay for the assets taken form the buyer then borrower purchased the asset form the
SPV at agreed price .All proceeds and profits are distributed to the holder of Sukuk. The
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Hybrid Sukuk first issued by the Islamic Development Bank (IDB) of amount USD 400
million. This structure consists on asset pool comprised 65.5% of Sukuk Ijara, 3% Sukuk
al-Istisna and 31.5%Murabaha.
3.10. Difference between Sukuk and Traditional Bond
The first and basic difference is that the bond is structured on capitalistic system of
economics whereas Sukuk is purely based on Islamic laws of economics otherwise it is
not considered as Islamic Sukuk The main differences between the traditional bond and
Sukuk are (Usmani, 1998, p. 1-14).
 The traditional bond may not be backed by any identified assets but Sukuk is
backed by real, identifiable, existing assets. Sukuk is an asset based security
(ABS).
 Interest is prohibited in Islam so Sukuk is not paying any interest in any shape to
any one at any time. Bond is mainly based on interest.
 There is not guaranteed and fixed returnee on the investment made through
Sukuk. It might be possible that there is a loss and no return at all. Bond provides
guaranteed and fixed return even if the investment produces losses. (MIFC, 2008)
 Sukuk provides equity based financing as the bond does not. Sukuk holder’s bears
and shares the risks along with profits associated with assets financed through
Sukuk.
 Return on bond that is interest is determined on the basis of percentage of capital
invested (face value of bond) while the return on Sukuk is purely determined on
the basis of profit or revenue generated.
 The proceeds from Sukuk cannot be used for any unethical or in any activity or
business results any harm or damage to the society as a whole like gambling,
alcohol, prostitutions, dance bars, etc which are Haram (forbidden in Islam).Bond
does not care any such thing except the rate of interest /return.
 Sukuk should be approved and certified by the Islamic scholars while the bond
does not need to be approved by them (Euro money, 2004 & Usmani, 1998, p. 114).
3.11. Difference between Sukuk and Traditional Share
When we look at Sukuk and its structure it may generally look like a traditional stock but
in reality it is not a share. There are some key differences between traditional share and
Sukuk which are as follows:
 Sukuk represents the ownership share in a specific asset, project or service where
as traditional share is the ownership shares in the company or corporations as a
whole.
 As Sukuk are asset backed securities but the traditional share may not be. Hence
the claim is on the specified asset, project or service in case of Sukuk but in case
of traditional share claim is on the company or corporation as whole.
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 Sukuk holders are responsible only for the specified assets, project or service
whereas the shareholder is responsible for the whole company or corporation up
to his share.
3.12. Benefits of Sukuk and the Traditional Bond
Sukuk provides stable, sustainable and sound economy which is not in the case of
traditional bond. As Sukuk is based on real, identifiable, existing asset so it results in the
genuine transaction through which more business activities takes place. This discourages
the commoditisation of risks and reduces the information gap and speculations. As a
result, stable and sound economy develops which is based on real assets and productive
business instead of artificial paper based transactions.
Equal distribution of wealth among the society is also one of the best features of Sukuk
financing. The entrepreneur gets the same results as the capital provider (Sukuk holder)
because in Sukuk all returns are linked with profits instead of capital. If there is profit
they share it and if there is loss then also they share the loss. In case of bond, the capital
provider (bond holders) has nothing to do with profit or loss of the entrepreneur. They are
concerned with the fixed amount of interests and principal even if the entrepreneur
suffers the loss. So it is unjustifiable to pay interest even when one suffers the loss. Loss
and further loss in shape of interest payment makes the poorer more poor and the richer
becomes even richest. In case of huge profits the entrepreneur only has to pay interest
amount which might be very nominal and get more benefit by using the capital of others.
Capital providers get nothing as compared to the profits generated. This is also
unjustifiable. As a results Balance of wealth losses and finally the entire system collapses
(Usmani, 1998, p. 1-14).
Traditional bond is the one of the most used financial instrument in the world now and it
has some very important advantages over other capital financing instruments which are
currently used around the globe. Bond provides financial security to the bondholders
because the cash/income flows or interest payments/principal payments are certain and
predictable during the whole life of the bond (Northern, 2007, p. 1).Bond is also seems to
be less risky especially treasury bonds are considered risk free which seldom default in
payment of interest and the principal. Bond also provides tax advantages over the Sukuk
because the interest payment is treated as tax admissible expenses which reduces the tax
liability. Government and municipal bonds are also tax admissible from the federal or
local taxes (Faerber, 2009, p.4-5). Bond is very old and well developed financial
instrument which is time tested. The bondholders can send the bond before its maturity
date if they need the money back (Northern, 2007, p. 3).
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3.13. Risk Management in Islamic Capital Markets
Islamic principles of economics and finance prohibit the use of interest and speculation in
the economic transaction at any stage and in any type. This adds the risk sharing feature
in to the Islamic system of economics. Islamic financial system has more risks then the
traditional financial system which make it different from the traditional financial system.
Islamic financial system is more risky than the traditional financial system due to the
non-usage of interest and speculation which is the main base and drivers of the traditional
financial system now. Traditional financial system accounts only the security of the
principal and interest without actually having the asset backed to this lending. It lends
money for money and earns interest on that money with or with involvement of money in
any real economic activity, which is not in the case of Islamic financial system. This
feature limitizes risk up to the diminishing value of the asset only (Usmani, 2002, p.2-4).
3.14. Risk Management Framework in Islamic Financial System
Risk management of Islamic financial system is more complex than the traditional
financial and economic system. This risk taking and sharing feature of the Islamic
financial system makes the growth and sustainability of the economy and the welfare of
the society as whole in a long run. There are different approaches and principles to
manage its risks without violating the basic principles of Shariah. Following figure
explains the framework of risk management of Islamic financial system and provides the
basic principles and guidelines as well (Usmani, 2002, p.2- 3).

Riba and Gharar free
Transaction

Asset/service backed
transaction

Ownership of asset
Risk takes
opportunities to real
asset value

Adequate Risk Management

Real investments and
No use of speculation.
No open interest /
Exposures
collateralized

Figure: 3.5
Source: (Usmani, 2002, p.3)
Risk management is very complicated and difficult within the boundaries specified by the
Shariah in current scenario where traditional financial system is dominated. Risk
management of the Islamic capital market is governed by these rules and guidelines as
specified in the above figure. Any transaction or instrument which is used for the purpose
of risk management has to back by real identifiable economic asset or service. Ownership
has to lies with the fund provider or lender as per terms and condition of the contract and
he must share risks in a real sense up to the diminishing value of the asset or service. All
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transaction and instruments which are used for risk management has to be free from
interest and speculative elements at all stages of the transaction at any cost.
3.15. Summary of the Theoretical Framework
Literature and theories presented in the theoretical framework are summarized here. This
will lead to develop interview guide which will result towards the empirical study. This
interview guide will be used during interviews. Then we analyzed the empirical findings
on the basis of theoretical framework.
In theories it is found that Islamic finance is run and governed by the Islamic law,
Shariah. All rules are based on it and there is full compliance. There are some main
principles on which whole Islamic economics and financial system is built like interest is
forbidden, transactions includes speculations and create uncertainty in the subject matter
not allowed, every economic activity and transaction include risk sharing in the real asset
or service up to the diminishing value of that asset or service. Any economic activity or
transaction is real and it creates production or benefit in the real sense and there is no
artificial thing. Three components of Islamic finance are identified in theories which are
Islamic banking, Islamic insurance or takaful and Islamic capital market. Sukuk is an
important financial instrument of the Islamic capital market which represents almost 90
percent of the whole Islamic capital market. There are fourteen recognized types of
Sukuk but only seven Sukuk structures are famous and commonly issued which are
Mudaraba Sukuk, Musharaka Sukuk, Ijara Sukuk, Murabha Sukuk, Salam Sukuk, Istisna
Sukuk and Hybrid Sukuk. It is found in theories that in order to issue Sukuk, special
purpose vehicle (SPV) is established as trustee on the part of Sukuk holders. It manages
and monitors the whole Sukuk transaction according the specific type and nature of the
issued Sukuk. Every Sukuk is designed to meet specific financial need on the specific
mode and principles of Islamic financing. Theories suggest that Sukuk, traditional bond
and share are not the same. There are lot of differences between Sukuk, traditional bond
and share which are identified. There is no confusion in this regard. Sukuk has
advantages over the traditional bond because it is based on real, identifiable, economic
transaction which is totally baked by real asset or service which leads towards the
sustainable, stable economic growth and welfare in the society as whole. Risk sharing
feature of Sukuk structure makes the wealth distribution equal and justifiable in the
whole society and wealth not concentrated in some hands. It is found in theories that
every opportunity brings risk as well. No pain no gain is also true in case of Sukuk. Risks
are broadly classified into systematic risks and unsystematic risks. Risks are managed or
minimized but cannot be eliminated at all. Risk management is always the integral part of
the financial planning. Risk management process is a cycle in which risk is assessed,
evaluated, managed and measured. It is continuous process. Traditionally market risks are
managed through derivatives instruments like options, future, forward and swaps
contracts. They are used almost all over the world now. Theories also found that risk
management of Islamic capital market is become more important because of the risk
sharing feature of the Islamic finance which is engraved in all economic transactions of
the Islamic economic and financial system. Risks are managed without using speculative
instrument like traditional derivatives and without interest bearing contract or activity.
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All this makes the risk management of Islamic capital market-Sukuk more complex and
difficult in the current scenario. Theories also identified the framework which is used for
the risk management of the Islamic capital market without violating the basic principles
of the Shariah. Every transaction is baked by the real, identifiable asset or service, lender
has the ownership in the asset or service, risks are up to the diminishing vale of the asset
or service, no use of speculative or interest based instrument and transaction. Al these
boundaries make the risk management of the Sukuk more challenging and complex in the
current dominated traditional financial system.
After concluding the theory and literature reviews following questions come out of it.
These questions lead the research towards the interview guide which leads towards the
empirical study.






What is the importance of risk management in Islamic capital market?
What are the major risks associated with the Sukuk?
What kinds of tools are used to manage or hedge Sukuk risks?
What is the current risk management practices regarding Sukuk?
How risk management of Sukuk can become better by keeping in mind Shariah
compliance?
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Chapter 4.Empirical Study
This chapter includes the empirical data about the Islamic capital market-Sukuk and its
risk management. This empirical data is an outcome of the secondary data and the
primary data which is in the form of responses of the interviewees. First empirical data
about Islamic capital market-Sukuk is presented and then about its risk management.
Here we remind you that “The purpose of this research is to study Islamic capital market.
What instruments are presently used for capital financing, with only focus on the ‘Sukuk’
(Islamic bonds), its nature and characteristics and what are the risks associated with it?
How these risks are presently managed and what are the best available strategies and
techniques in Islamic finance that can be used to manage/hedge these risks”.
4.1. Islamic Capital Market- Sukuk
Statistical, Economic and Social Research and Training Centre for Islamic Countries
(SESRIC) has estimates that Islamic finance represents only 1 percent of the total global
financial system which is negligible despite of the 57 Muslim countries which are
growing higher than the rest of the world. Especially the Gulf region is now on the move.
Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Bahrain are among the most potential growth
areas for Islamic finance where people prefer to do business in compliance with their
religion. The other biggest Muslim populated countries like Indonesia, Pakistan, India
and the Bangladesh are also have a great and potential for the growth and development of
the Islamic finance and banking. On the other hand due to the growing importance of
Islamic finance and the increasing amount of wealth in the hands of Muslims, World
financial hubs are joining this sector to diversify into this niche of the world capital
market especially London is emerging as the centre in Europe. It is the third largest
Islamic capital market (Wigglesworth, 2009, p.2).
HSBC bank opens its Amanah division for Islamic products. CITI Islamic Investment
Bank also has a reasonable business in Islamic market. UK is the only country in the
Europe who has Islamic bank since 2004 and now there are four Islamic banks operating
(Pollard & Samers, 2007, p.315-316). Luxemburg is also active to become part of Islamic
capital market and is going to adopt Islamic Financial Standards. France is also dealing
with the legal and structuring frame work for issuing the Sukuk. USA is also looking to
issue Sukuk especially General Electric (GE) has launched the Sukuk to attract the funds
from Middle East and Asia. China who has 80 million Muslim populations also granted
first Islamic banking licence to Bank of Ningxa for the Shariah compliance financing
(Wigglesworth, 2009, p.2).
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Total Sukuk Issued Globally
Year and Country wise Analysis (2001 -2009) -USD Million

Year

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Total

Bahrain

100

200

2030

454

1113

418

1137

891

1405

5947

200

200

800

5683

1874

270

300

138

950

8245

10417

6159

3950

30886

600

180

1065

214

192

2257

15060

26529

5897

12477

77744

193

681

1555

2656

222

31

107

940

Kuwait
Saudi Arabia

500

Qatar

700

UAE

1165

Pakistan
Malaysia

415

6
680

Indonesia

500

761

4073

4957

7311

19

64

84

60

Brunei

580

Germany

2576

123
261

USA

261
167

184

5

543

700

1283

Cayman Islands
Singapore

33

Total

997

991

6110

7898

12348
1407

123

UK

Sudan

400

12077

1872

2427

710

635

28502

48808

2509

18392

500

667

3221

12744

500

1845

102

135

26584

150360

Table: 4.1
Source: IIMF-Sukuk Analysis, 2009
In the above table 4.1 the country and the year wise information of the total Sukuk issued
globally has been found .This table gives the details of the of the Sukuk market form the
year 2001 till 2009.It shows the major countries where Sukuk has been issued during that
period in USD million.
Malaysia have issued total Sukuk during that period of amount USD 77744 million and
UAE has issued the Sukuk in same period of time of an amount of USD 30886 million
and its is placed at number 2nd.Other countries also issued Sukuk in small amount
including UK ,Germany and USA.
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Total S ukuk Issued Yearly
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Figure: 4.1 Source: IIMF-Sukuk Analysis, 2009
In the above figure 4.1 the growth of the Sukuk has been shown year by year from the
year 2001 till 2009.It shows how Sukuk growth trend over a period of nine years in the
world Sukuk Market.
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Figure 4.2 Source: IIMF-Sukuk Analysis, 2009
The above figure 4.2 shows the country and year wise growth during the year 2001 till
2009.Malysisa is almost at the top from the beginning till 2008 where UAE has takes the
lead.
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T o ta l G lo b a l S u k u k Is s u a n c e
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Figure 4.3 Source: IIMF-Sukuk Analysis, 2009
This above figure 4.3 shows the detail of total Sukuk issued from the year 2201 till 2009
by type named corporate Sukuk, Sovereign Sukuk and Quasi Sovereign Sukuk. It shows
the percentage of each type.
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Figure 4.4 Source: IIMF-Sukuk Analysis, 2009
This above figure 4.4 compares the Sukuk growth by year with respect to domestic
Sukuk issue versus international Sukuk issued around the world from 2001 to 2009.
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Global Sukuk Issuance by Type
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Figure 4.5 Source: IIMF-Sukuk Analysis, 2009
This above figure 4.5 shows the share of each type of Sukuk issued by type or mode of
financing. It shows that the most issued Sukuk is the Sukuk Al Ijarah which almost
represents the 52% of the total Sukuk issue around the globe form the year 2001 till 2009.
4.2. Risk Management of Sukuk
Interviews are the most appropriate method in qualitative research. In order to solve
research problem of thesis regarding risk management we have mainly based our
empirical findings on interviews. There are very few Islamic financial experts who have
given their consent for the interview as a result we don’t have choice to make other
sampling except convenient sampling. We selected the convenient sampling method of
selecting the interviewee sample. Seven telephonic interviews were conducted in order to
get the opinion and feedback of the financial experts working in both traditional and
Islamic financial markets in different parts of the world. Different questions regarding
importance of risk management in the Islamic capital market, identification of Sukuk’s
risks, different tools and methods used currently to manage or hedge these risks, their
opinion, experience and satisfaction level on these tools and methods and the better risk
management of the Sukuk structures as per interview guide, appendix attached, have been
asked to them. They express their understanding and practical experience regarding the
Islamic capital market, Sukuk and its risk management. It is better to be aware of the
interviewee well before the conduct of interview. In order to judge the expertise and
suitability of the interviewee, a brief profile of each interviewee is presented now.
 Mehmood, Zahid is a qulaified associate chartered certified accountant (ACCA)
form the United Kingdum.He has been working in worlds 2nd largest financial
center named London for almost ten years.He has established his own financial
and accountancy firm in London and runs Traning and development center
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also.He is a chief executive of Accounts House’Chartered Certified Accountants
and ’Tops London Limited,England.
Haral, Tanweer Ahmad is a business graduate from the institute of business
administration (IBA) form Pakistan. He has been working as regional head north,
Senior Voice President, Arif Habib Investments Ltd.Pakistan.His is an expert in
the capital market and risk managment.He is activelly engaged in the issue of
Sukuk in capital market in Pakistan.
Razaq, Abdul is a business graduate from COMSATS Institute of Information
Technology and certified management accountant from the USA. He has worked
as an auditor in the chartered accountants firms for five years and in insurance
company for three years. He has working experience in financial market in Dubai,
which is 2nd largest Sukuk market in the world and first largest in the Gulf region.
He is now working as a finance manager, Sultan Group Health care member of
Sultana Group Investment in Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
Kokab, Faizan Ullah is a business graduate (MBA) and qualified accountants
form Pakistan. He has worked in different financial management consulting
companies in Pakistan and in Dubai. He has well knowledge of Sukuk market in
Dubai. He has been now working as chief financial officer, Lynchpin Financial
Centre in Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
Hashmi, Nasir is commerce gradate and qualified management accountant from
Pakistan. He has worked with the financial consultancy firms for five years in
Dubai. He has been working now as financial controller in Pregna Group in
Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
Ullah, Ehsan is business graduate from COMSATS Institute of Information
Technology. He is dealing with the investment in capital market and has seven
years of experience. He has been working as a relationship manager in Bank
Alfalah limited, Pakistan.
Cheema, Awas Muhammad is a graduate in Islamic economics and finance from
the international Islamic university, Islamabad. He completed his M.Phil in
Islamic banking and now working as research analyst in Islamic banking and
finance, University of Bedfordshire, England.

In order to make the outcome of the interview more relevant and logical we have divided
the outcomes of the interview in to five different parts. Each part is focusing on a specific
research area.
4.2.1. Introduction
Risk management has become an integral part for Sukuk structure now. The success and
failure of Sukuk market is now greatly correlated with the ability to manage Sukuk’s
risks. Risks should be minimized as much as possible (Haral, 2010). Development of
Sukuk and its rapid growth in recent years has proved the validity of the Islamic financial
system and its ability to meet the modern business needs and challenges. But to maintain
this status and growth, it is impossible without proper risk management of the Sukuk
structure. It becomes more important even now to understand it in current scenario of
financial crises. (Mehmood, 2010).Sukuk is a unique product of capital market and has its
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own structure and features which are different from other products like traditional bond
or share. So its risks are also not the same to those. It is very important to make
understanding of this point. There should be no confusion which can be lead to mix
Sukuk with traditional bond or share. For example traditional bond does not need to
comply with Shariah so it does not have Shariah compliance risk, while on the other hand
Sukuk has the same (Razaq, 2010).Risk management of Sukuk structure is relatively a
new concept. Many people don’t have much understanding of it and which is not good
thing in the long run. But it’s clear now for every one managing the Sukuk that we should
pay attention on its risks aspects in order to develop a safe and sound Sukuk market
globally .Risk management has a great importance after all (Cheema, 2010).
First of all one should understand that there is nothing risk free in this world. Risk exists
in everything at some level and it cannot be denied. We cannot eliminate this risk all but
efforts should be made to manage and to minimise it as much as possible. One more thing
is that Islamic capital market is more risky than any other sector so there is great need to
manage that risk. Before the financial crises of 2008, risk management was not
considered as much important as it is today. There is lot of work is doing now in Pakistan
to covers each and every risk to avoid any future financial crises (Hashmi, 2010).
4.2.2. Major Risks Associated with the Sukuk
Identification of risks associated with the Sukuk is the first and most importance step
towards the better risk management. Unless one cannot able to properly identify the risks
it is impossible to think about hedging or managing those (Haral, 2010). There are many
risks which are associated with Sukuk for example risk regarding the poor regulations of
the Sukuk mechanism, the Sukuk is not commonly tradable in the secondary market so
there is risk of liquidity and off course the most important is the Shariah compliance risks
(Mehmood, Razaq & Haral 2010). As the Sukuk age grows and it expands to the world
its risks are coming to emerge. “I think at this time the most important risk to the Sukuk
market is the legal risk and it needs to be dealt urgently otherwise it will be very bad for
the growth of Sukuk market” (Razaq, 2010).With time and experience one can learn
about the risks. Identification of risks is made by using experience and expertise in the
Islamic capital market. There are some problem areas or risks which are very important
to manage for example there is no proper standardise regulation yet and are in developing
phase, Shariah scholars are not competent and they don’t have final decision regarding
the Shariah compliance problem for any Islamic product. People are confused which is
right and which is wrong like in case of the article of Taqi Usmani which opens a new
discussion (Razaq & Cheema, 2010). “Liquidity risk is also a great problem for the
investors” (Cheema, 2010).On the other hand some respondents said “Like the
traditional bond the Sukuk also have some market risks for example in case of fixed rate
asset based Sukuk the interest rate and credit risks emerges” (Haral, 2010).
4.2.2.1. Regulatory or Legal Risk
Everything needs to be regulated well in order to get benefit from it. This is true in the
case of Sukuk and its market as well. Poorly, unregulated market results bad at the end
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(Mehmood & Razaq, 2010). Sukuk market is not yet regularised to the full extent. No
standardised and documented transaction structure of Sukuk is yet developed and the one
which has developed so for is not uniformly accepted and adopted around the world
(Haral, 2010). ‘‘Every region or even within the same region the Sukuk has its own
structure for each and every issue” (Kokab, 2010). In case of default, Sukuk cases are
prosecuted generally under the English law unless these are not violating the Shariah
(Islamic law).Shariah law is not well regularised and documented with respect to Sukuk
transactions in the case of default. There are some issues which still need clarification,
like how these default cases will be dealed and whether the Sukuk holders will treated
like a traditional bond holders? Under the British law each contract should be governed
by the law chosen by the parties and should be the law of the country. There is no place
for any other non-national law such as Shariah law. As Shariah law is not a part of
national law of almost all the countries so it is very unrealistic to execute the contract
under that law. Sukuk have to be secure by asset baked structure and the investors are
worried whether they have to recourse to this asset or not. Is this asset only put as a show
peace to fulfil the Shariah requirement?.These all questions need to be answered for all
stakeholders including financial intuitions, governments and investors of Sukuk. It is now
becoming the highest concern area of the Sukuk market and results in high risk especially
for the Sukuk investors who are already shocked by the financial crises of 2008 (Haral
2010). Taxation of Sukuk is another important issue regarding the regulation and
implementation of tax laws for the Islamic finance besides traditional finance (Mehmood
& Razaq 2010).So unregulated Sukuk market is very dangerous for all specially for
investors and manager. It is a matter of great concern and high risk, which need to be
addressed quickly. So this regulatory risk makes hurdles and confusions in the way of
Sukuk market development. Even the person, who likes to buy Sukuk, is reluctant to
invest due to this unregulated Sukuk market (Hashmi, 2010).
4.2.2.2. Shariah Compliance Risk
Sukuk structures are governed by the Shariah and based on the principles of Islamic
finance. Every Sukuk structure should be in compliance with Shariah at all stages from
issue to maturity. “Shariah monitors the whole context of the each Sukuk transaction”
(Mehmood, 2010) Sukuk is a new and complex structure in the capital market and the
market is not used to it. Secondly there is no knowledge with the traditional experts
regarding the Shariah who are working with the traditional financial system since 300
year. So they try to drag the Sukuk close to traditional bond and are ignoring the unique
features of Islamic finance and Shariah Law. “At the moment corporations put profit as
their first priority and don’t care about the Shariah compliance” (Hasmi, 2010). In late
2007 The significance of this risk is showing up for instance, the entire Sukuk market
was astonished when one of the leading and key figure of Islamic finance and the
chairman of the Accounting and auditing organization of Islamic Financial Institutions
(AAOIFI), Taqi Usmani, said that many Sukuk in practise are not in accordance with the
Shariah and are more closely to the interest based securities like bond which is prohibited
in Islam (Kokab, 2010).There are many other cases where Islamic scholars did not
accepted the validly of the Sukuk as Shariah compliant product. There is difference of
opinion among the scholars from different regions and even with in a region. Shariah
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compliance risk is a big issue and still exposed due to difference of opinion among the
Shariah scholars and secondly no proper and authorised institute has been made globally
which is acceptable and adoptable. “Sukuk market is really exposed to this compliance
issue” (Haral, 2010).
4.2.2.3. Liquidity Risk
This is era of fast and dynamic world. Investors have the liberty to invest and disinvest as
and when they wish. Liquidity is the key attractive feature of any successful financial
instrument as in the case of traditional bond. Sukuk are exposed to liquidity risk, because
there is negligible well-structured and sufficient secondary market for their trading
(Razaq, 2010). For instance only Malaysia, UAE and Bahrain have the secondary market
at local level for Sukuk trading but it is not in the case of rest of the world (Ullah,
2010).They are traded on local markets but this does not solve their liquidity problem.
Presently most of the Sukuk are medium and long term and there is very small number
short terms Sukuk in practise. ‘‘Sukuk are at disadvantage due to the absence of its
secondary market” (Haral, 2010).These all adds to the liquidity problems and the
investors mostly have to keep these Sukuk certificates until their maturity. Sukuk cannot
liquidise and has risk regarding its liquidity and investors are still worried to buy
securities which are difficult to sell. Liquidity problem in Islamic financial institutions is
due to number of the reasons like Small number of participants, slow development of
Islamic financial instruments, no Shariah acceptable inter-bank market, absence of a
liquid Islamic secondary market, no lender of last resort facilities, and different Shariah
interpretation (Cheema, 2010).
4.2.2.4. Credit Risk
Credit risk refers to the possibility that the counterparty will fail to meet its obligations
either principal or coupon so it is also called default risk. “Sukuk structures have an asset
backed feature of financing and are totally secured” (Razaq, 2010). Sukuk certificates
are valued according to the performance of the underlying asset only. All cash flows or
profits generated by the asset are distributed to the Sukuk holders according to their share
and nature of Sukuk. “Another important point is that in practice most of the Sukuk
issued are not asset baked in a real sense” (Kokab, 2010). For instance in case of one of
the largest Sukuk, named Ijarah, the asset’s performance remains no more matter of
concern for the Sukuk holders. Borrower undertakes to repurchase the asset at maturity
which is equal to the face value of Sukuk outstanding .Sukuk holders are interested in
coupon payments and the final proceeds at maturity. This result in credit risk and the
borrower may default either in coupon or face value of Sukuk at maturity (Haral,
Mehmood & Razaq, 2010). “If Sukuk are purely designed in compliance of Shariah there
will be no credit risk because they are totally backed by asset” (Cheema, 2010)
4.2.2.5. Market Risk
Sukuk which are designed on fixed rate of return are exposed to the interest rate risk like
the same way as bond. Increase in interest rate will result decrease in Sukuk price and
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vice versa (Heral, 2010). This is mostly in the case of asset based Sukuk (Mehmood,
2010). While Asset backed Sukuk whose returns are based on the performance of the real
underlying assets are not subject to this risk (Razaq, Cheema & Hasmi 2010).
“When you look other market risk named currency exchange risk which results when
investor buys Sukuk in foreign currencies” (Mehmood, 2010). For instance investor in
USA buy Sukuk issued by the Pakistani Government or in UAE .Investor is subject to
risk due to the fluctuations in the exchange rate of Pakistani Rupee (Rs.) or UAE Dirham
at the time of converting returns in his home currency USD (Haral, 2010). Sukuk are also
indirectly exposed to interest rate risk due to their benchmarking with London Inter-Bank
Offer Rate (LIBOR), since LIBOR itself is exposed to certain risks and can fluctuate
unexpectedly. This will also affect the Sukuk issuer, as any increase in earnings will
have to be jointly shared with the investors.
4.2.2.6. Other Risks
Sukuk are exposed to some other risks due to their unique feature and design, like:
 Risks Related to Underlying Asset
Sukuk are backed with some tangible, identifiable underlying assets. These assets are also
exposed to different risks (Haral, 2010). ”The degree of risk of loss depends upon the
type and mode of financing being used. For instance in Ijarah Sukuk, this risk is
minimum because the returns and redemption amount is not based on the performance of
the asset rather it is undertakes by the borrower” (Mehmood, 2010). But in other types
of Sukuk where equipment and other large scale construction are as underlying asset, this
risk can be significant. Another associated risk is with the maintenance of asset. If assets
are properly maintained then the return to the certificate holders will definitely increase.
 Profit or Return Payment Risk
“This is another important factor which needs to understand, Sukuk holders might not
receive any thing as return during the maturity period of Sukuk” (Haral, 2010). For
instance in case of asset backed Sukuk, whose returns or profit is totally based on the
performance of the asset, no guarantee of return. “If assets performs well then returns are
well and if bad then returns are also bad and might be nothing at all” (Mehmood, 2010).
There is no predetermined fixed return which may lead to some risk for the Sukuk
holders regarding his financial planning especially in case of big investments (Cheema &
Hashmi, 2010).
 Face Value Realization Risk
Sukuk structure is equity based and the face value of certificate represents the value and
performance of the underlying assets or service (Ullah & Kokab 2010). If its value goes
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up till maturity then the Sukuk holders will receive even more then the face value at
maturity date. And if not, they might not receive the full amount or even nothing, for
instance if the asset has no value at maturity the certificate holders will also not receive
any thing. It is great risk and there is no guarantee regarding the redemption of face value
of the Sukuk certificate at maturity (Haral & Mehmood, 2010)
 Third Party Risk
Sukuk are issued by another party called SPV and asset is utilized by another party, the
Borrower. So SPV is an intermediary between fund providers /Sukuk holders and
fund/asset users. For instance SPV receives payment of profits and final face value and
has to return to the Sukuk holders. It also charges some fee regarding his work as an
agent form the Sukuk holders. “There is no direct link between Sukuk holders and asset
users. This thing is creating the dispute and misunderstanding between the parties”
(Haral 2010).So it might miss utilize the rights of Sukuk holders and create complexities
regarding payment settlement towards the Sukuk holders (Kokab, Cheema & Haral,
2010)
4.2.3. Tools Used to Manage or Hedge Sukuk Risks
4.2.3.1. Regulatory or Legal Risk
Islamic capital market is currently regulated with the traditional laws like English law,
American law or European law. “Central banks and other regulators who are already
supervising the traditional market with in a specific country, has taken the responsibility
of regulating the Islamic capital market as well” (Ullah, 2010). Like in Pakistan, State
Bank of Pakistan and Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan are supervising
the Islamic financial market. Negara Bank of Malaysia has developed the laws to regulate
the Islamic financial market in Malaysia. These regulations are at regional or national
level only. In Bahrain the establishment of the Accounting and Auditing Organization for
Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) is a big step in order to regulate the Islamic
financial industry as whole. Islamic financial regulations are more effective where there
is already sound regulatory mechanism is in practice and vice versa (Cheema, 2010).
4.2.3.2. Shariah Compliance Risk
Every Islamic financial institute who has to operate in the Sukuk market have a Shariah
compliance board or committee like internal audit committee. It is comprises of
prominent, creditable and best available Islamic scholar who direct and monitor the
Sukuk issuance. It includes the Sukuk development and its operation (Cheema &
Mehmood, 2010). The Shariah compliance board issue compliance certificate to the
specific Sukuk product and operations. This is at individual institutional level and each
financial institute who has to issue Sukuk, has its own Shariah compliance board like
Mezaan bank has its own Shariah board and UBL Ameen has its own (Haral & Ullah,
2010). This board decides on each product and operation separately and independently.
After the issue of compliance certificate the Sukuk product or the transaction is
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considered. In order to make standardise Shariah board who has the same rules and
regulation for the same product with in a country. Malaysia has established national
Shariah council and in all over the world, the Accounting and Auditing Organization for
Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) in Bahrain has been established. It issues Shariah
standard on Shariah compliance which are accepted in many institutions in 42 member
countries (Hasmi, Mehmood & Razaq, 2010).
4.2.3.3. Liquidity Risk
Some new structures has been developed in order to manage liquidity risk(Kokab &
Ullaha, 2010).In Bahrain International Islamic Financial Market (IIFM) has been created
to develop the products which can be tradable in the secondary market and to develop
and standardise the secondary market as well. It gives some solution to the liquidity
problem in the region.
4.2.3.4. Credit Risk
“When you look at the Sukuk to know the credit risk it seems to be very confusing”
(Kokab, 2010). Sukuk are classified in to two types with respect to credit known risks
which can be named as asset backed or secured Sukuk and the other is called unsecured
or repurchase able Sukuk Unsecured or repurchase able Sukuk has the same nature of
credit risk as the traditional bond so it is treated and measured as per traditional credit
risk management perspective. “In order to manage this risk, rating of different rating
agencies have taken into account before making any decision” (Cheema, 2010). The
asset backed or secure Sukuk’s credit risk is assessed and measured by evaluating the
performance of the particular asset itself through which it is backed. Risk of the asset
related to generating cash flows ultimately becomes the risk of the Sukuk holders.
Through better management of asset performance and it cash generating ability, this risk
is managed. Normal procedure for asset and related cash management is implemented to
cover credit risks of the Sukuk structure (Mehmood & Haral, 2010).
4.2.3.5. Market Risk-Managing Risks through Derivatives
We know that speculations and gambling are forbidden in Shariah. This condition creates
the hurdle in the way of using traditional derivatives which are based on speculation
(Haral, 2010). “Despite of derivative’s importance in development of financial sector
these are not currently used in the Islamic financial capital market and are generally
forbidden” (Kokab, 2010). “What else remains with the Islamic financial capital
manager to use for hedging purposes, perhaps nothing” (Ullah, 2010). This lack of
Shariah compliance hedging instruments results in exposing risks and this is considered
main obstacles in the way of the growth of Islamic capital market. “According to the
head of Islamic division at Deutsche Bank, Hussien Hasan, Islamic financial is a sector
at great disadvantage as compared to the traditional financial sector because of the lack
of these hedging instruments” (Haral, 2010). There is no recognised and standardized
Islamic derivative instrument to manage market risks yet. And which are used to mage
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risks, not Shariah complied and is traditional derivatives (Cheema & Hashmi, 2010). So
risks are managed by other ways like lemmatizing the operation of the businesses, etc.
4.2.3.6. Other Risks
Third part risk is managed by keeping one or more of the major Sukuk holders in the
management of SPV who will take care of the interests of all the Sukuk holders including
minors (Ullah & Haral, 2010). Face value realization risk is currently managed by
providing guarantee to the Sukuk holders which is equal to face value of the Sukuk by the
borrower that he will buy the asset or service at maturity date form the SPV at this
predetermined amount (Cheema, 2010). So at the maturity Sukuk holder will receive the
guaranteed amount equal to the face value of the Sukuk outstanding to date (Mehmood,
2010). Profit or return payment are also guaranteed at a specific time with pacific
predetermined rate. So this risk also overcomes by providing guarantee return payment
by the borrower in advance (Razaq & Hasmi, 2010).
4.2.4. Risk Management Practices
“Islamic financial system is facing problems regarding proper risk management. There is
a great need for the risk management regarding Sukuk transactions” (Kokab,
2010).Investors from all around the globe are very excited by the performance and
features of this unique product of the Islamic capital market and anxious to invest. It is
considered as risk free and the safest investment instrument which is based on real
identifiable economic transactions (Cheema, 2010). But it is a myth for anyone to assume
anything about the financial products including the Sukuk. Secondly it is a new
developing product yet. So it is very important to look at the underlying risks associated
with the Sukuk like any other financial instrument. So do not assume anything about the
Sukuk. This importance is further highlighted when some Sukuk are defaulting around
the globe (Haral, 2010). Some are facing difficulties in the last year in this regard
including the largest Sukuk of USD 4.1 billion issued by the Dubai based Nakheel, a
property development company (Reuters, 2010).Some Sukuk default are in courts and
waiting for the results. The Sukuk holders not found themselves in a better position than
the traditional bound holder in case of default. (Ullah, 2010)
These all matters and events have now knocked at the minds of the stakeholders to think
about the better risk management of the Sukuk structure (Haral, 2010). Without proper
and sound risk management it is impossible for the Sukuk to grow and develop steadily
(Razaq, 2010). Sukuk, as purely designed on the risk sharing features of Islamic finance,
are likely to be more risky than the traditional bond (Mehmood, 2010). Risk managers
have to be more active to safeguard Sukuk holders. These risks are more and complex
and there are no well standardised and documented techniques which can be used to
hedge these risks like there is no Shariah credible and practical Islamic derivative or
Islamic credit rating agencies (Hashmi & Cheema, 2010).
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4.2.5. Better Risk Management of Sukuk
In order to make strong and stable Islamic capital market, better and effective Sukuk
regulation should be made as soon as possible which will be properly documented and
implemented all over the world uniformly (Haral & Mehmood 2010). Otherwise it is very
difficult to stop the disaster of the Sukuk market. It is also necessary to avoid any further
financial disaster in the world financial system as like of financial crises of 2008
(Cheema, 2010). Investor’s confidence is very important and which can be achieved
through implementing uniform regulations of the Sukuk structure around the world .It is
the duty of the regulators to safeguard the interest of stakeholders and if they see any
Sukuk is unsafe especially for the investors, it should not be allowed for any public issue
and should be stopped. (Ullah & Kokab, 2010)
It is better to have a fully powered independent central Islamic scholar’s body which
issue the compliance certificate. This should be implemented through regulators around
the world without any misunderstanding and dispute (Mehmood, 2010). It will give
investors a confidence and create uniformity around the Islamic capital market in the
world. Sukuk then will become the global product instead of the local or regional (Hasmi,
2010). The big hurdle in the development of the secondary market is the lack of Islamic
capital instrument innovation. At present there are very small number of Sukuk structure
issued which are to be allowed in the secondary market in accordance with the Shariah,
because Shariah does not allow the trade of debts (Haral & Hasmi, 2010). There is great
need for the development and innovation of such Sukuk which will be traded in the
secondary market in compliance with the Shariah. It will enhance the liquidity of the
Sukuk market (Haral & Mehmood, 2010). But now some steps have been taken to more
develop the secondary market is growing and picking up now (Kokab, 2010). As a result
Shariah comply tradable Sukuk will lead to the development of the secondary market.
The performance and maintenance of asset, service or any other Shariah comply real
economic activity directly affects the Sukuk (Mehmood, 2010). There should be a
mechanism between the asset owner or Sukuk holders and asset users or borrower
through which asset should be maintained and its effectiveness and efficiency enhanced.
In order to check the creditability of the asset Islamic credit rating agencies should
established. These agencies should have the expertise in the Islamic finance and Shariah
laws in order to get the real sense of the Islamic economic system. Innovative risk
assessment models are a great need of the time which based upon principals of the
Islamic economics (Cheema & Haral, 2010).
“Market risks are one of the most dangerous pictures of the Sukuk at present. According
to Samuel L. Hayes, there is no alternative solution in Islamic contracts to the traditional
derivatives replacement” (Haral, 2010). There are two opinions among the Islamic
scholars. One is, derivatives can be used in Islamic finance with genuine intension of
hedging purposes only and the other opinion is derivatives cannot be used at all because
these are based on speculations and based on transactions which are not productive and
real. It is very sensitive issue in the eye of Shariah scholar and they don’t accept even this
use of derivatives in accordance with the Islamic principles (Kokab & Ullah, 2010).
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Extensive research and cooperation should be made by the traditional financial experts
and the Islamic scholar together in order to develop Islamic derivatives. Innovation of
new instruments like Islamic derivatives can solve this problem. “Efforts has been made
to create alternative derivative instrument which comply to the Shariah principles
especially by the International Swaps and Derivative organization working with
International Islamic Financial Market since many years to develop Shariah compliant
derivatives” (Ullah, 2010).Malaysian banks are trying to document the Islamic contracts
for the development of Islamic derivatives transactions. “These market inefficiencies and
the requirements of the sector to manage risks efficiently support the development of
Islamic derivatives which solve all the issues relating to the Shariah. Very soon and this
financial innovation will contribute to the further development and refinement of Shariah
compliant derivative contract” (Kokab, 2010). So there is great need for development of
such issuing structure which removes the role of third party. Direct relationship between
Sukuk holders and fund users enhance the confidence level between them and also save
cost of the third party, SPV (Hashmi & Razaq, 2010). “In case of un repurchasable asset
backed Sukuk structure, Sukuk holders return is pre fixed and they have nothing to do
with the performance of the asset or service .But this Sukuk structure is not comply with
the Shariah and is more closed to traditional bond” (Haral 2010).
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operations. This is at
individual institutional level
and each financial institute
who has to issue Sukuk, has
its own Shariah compliance
board like Mezaan bank has
its own Shariah board and
UBL Ameen has its own.
Some regional organization
also looks the shariah
compliance issue.
The asset backed or secure
Sukuk’s credit risk is

In SPV, major intended Sukuk
holder becomes the member of the
process who take care the interests
of all the sukuk holders as an agent.
We know that speculations and
gambling are forbidden in Shariah.
This condition creates the hurdle in
the way of using traditional
derivatives like options, future,
forward and swap contracts which
are based on speculation in hedging
market risks. So market risks are
not currently managed through
derivatives. Business sized
lemmatized in order to overcome
this problem of market risk
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and it cash
generating ability,
credit risk is
managed.
Normal procedure
for asset and
related cash
management is
implemented to
cover credit risks
of the Sukuk
structure.
Short term Sukuk
instruments are
issued to handle
liquidity problem.

Better Risk
Management
of Sukuk

Highlights

Introduction

Shariah standards
should be
developed as
international
auditing and
accounting
standards has been
developed and
practice all over the
world in order to
remove the shariah
compliance issue.
Shariah complied
Tradable Sukuk
should be
developed which
can be issued to the
short term
investors.

Kokab (2010)
Risk is an inherited
feature of any
business activity
and the same is
true in the case of
Islamic finance and
especially in case

assessed and measured by
evaluating the performance
of the particular asset itself
through which it is backed.
Risk of the asset related to
generating cash flows
ultimately becomes the risk
of the Sukuk holders.
Un repurchasable asset
backed sukuk structure,
Sukuk holders return is pre
fixed and they have nothing
to do with the performance
of the asset or service .But
this Sukuk structure is not
complying with the Shariah
and is more closed to
traditional bond”.

Organizations should be
formed to overview the
implementation of the
shariah as whole.
Asset risk management
practices can be used in
order to protect the asset and
its performance. Special
assets management
guidelines and standards
should be developed and
implemented all over the
world which is based upon
the Islamic teaching and
principles.

Hashmi (2010)
First of all one
should understand
that there is
nothing risk free
in this world. Risk
exists in
everything at

management.

So there is great need for
development of such issuing
structure which removes the role of
third party. Direct relationship
between Sukuk holders and fund
users enhance the confidence level
between them and also save cost of
the third party, SPV.
Islamic derivatives products should
be developed to replace the existing
derivatives products.

Ullah (2010)
Sukuk is the new
product for the
financial world
and its risks are
also new and
unique from the
traditional

Cheema (2010)
Risk management
of Sukuk structure
is relatively a new
concept. Many
people don’t have
much
understanding of it
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of Sukuk. Sukuk
structure is based
upon the risk
sharing feature of
Islamic economics
and finance so it
must have some
risks in its structure
which should need
to be hedged.

some level and it
financial
and which is not
cannot be denied. products. So
good thing in the
We cannot
Sukuk are
long run. With
eliminate this risk required more
time and
all but efforts
expertise and
experience one
should be made to vigilance from
can learn about the
manage and to
the financial
risks.
minimise it as
manager in order Identification of
much as possible. to manage its
risks is made by
One more thing is risks effectively. using experience
that Islamic
and expertise in
capital market is
the Islamic capital
more risky than
market.
any other sector
so there is great
need to manage
that risk.
 “At the
moment
 Regulatory
corporations
risk makes
 No proper
put profit as
hurdles and
standardise
 Face value
their first
confusions in
regulation yet
realization risk
priority and
the way of
and are in
 Every region or
don’t care
Sukuk market
developing
even within the
about the
development
phase.
same region the
Shariah
. Even the
 Shariah
Sukuk has its
compliance”.
person, who
Major Risks
scholars are
own structure
likes to buy
Associated
 No
not competent
for each and
with the
Sukuk, is
predetermined
and they don’t
every
issue
and
Sukuk
reluctant to
fixed return is
have expertise
“most of the
invest due to
shariah comply
in both
Sukuk issued
this
Sukuk which
are not asset
traditional and
unregulated
may lead to
baked in a real
Islamic fiancé
Sukuk
some risk for
sense”.
at the same
market.
the Sukuk
 Credit Risk
time.
holders
 Sukuk are
regarding his
exposed to
financial
liquidity risk.
planning.
Most Sukuk are
Islamic
Islamic capital
In Bahrain the
issued with
Derivatives are in market is
establishment of
guaranteed
developing phase currently
the Accounting
payment of face
to manage market regulated with
and Auditing
Risks value in the
risks.
the traditional
Organization for
Management
current.
Rate to return or
laws like English Islamic Financial
practices
Currently Sukuk
interest rate
law, American
Institutions
are classified in to
cannot be fixed
law or European (AAOIFI) is a big
two types asset
and
law. “Central
step in order to
backed or secured
predetermined in
banks and other
regulate the
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Sukuk and
unsecured or
repurchase able
Sukuk. Unsecured
or repurchase able
Sukuk has the same
nature of credit risk
as the traditional
bond so it is treated
and measured as
per traditional
credit risk
management
perspective. In
other type credit
risk is the risk of
underlying asset
and it is managed
as asset risk
managed.

As bearing risk in
real asset is the
feature of Sukuk
and it should be a
part of any Sukuk
structure. Asset
risk management
practices should be
implemented.
Better Risk
Steps have to be
Management taken by regulator
of Sukuk
to product
innovation and
documentation.
Islamic credit
rating agencies
should be
established who
will rate the asset
according to the
Shariah.

any sukuk
structure.
However the
ration of profit
distribution is
determined with
an agreement
between the
parties.

Strong monitoring
and audit of the
Sukuk are
required by the
Islamic financial
experts. It will
lead to the fully
shariah
compliance.

regulators who
are already
supervising the
traditional
market with in a
specific country,
has taken the
responsibility of
regulating the
Islamic capital
market as well”.

implementing
uniform
regulations of the
Sukuk structure
around the world
In order to make
In order to make
strong and stable
standardise
Islamic capital
Shariah board
market, Better
who has the same and effective
rules and
Sukuk regulation
regulation for the should be made
same product with as soon as
in a country.
possible which
Malaysia has
will be properly
established
documented and
national Shariah
implemented all
council .The same over the world
is required at
uniformly.
international
level.

Islamic financial
industry as whole.
Islamic financial
regulations are
more effective
where there is
already sound
regulatory
mechanism is in
practice and vice
versa.

Efforts should be
made on human
resource
development in
Islamic financial
sector. Competent
people will
develop new
products and
regulation of the
Sukuk market.
Otherwise it is
very difficult to
stop the disaster of
the Sukuk market.
It is also necessary
to avoid any
further financial
disaster in the
world financial
system as like of
financial crises of
2008.
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Chapter 5.Analysis
This chapter includes the analysis on the basis of empirical study. Analysis of this
research is presented in the same pattern as we did in chapter four, empirical study, in
order to ease better understanding and flow of this thesis. First analysis of the “Islamic
capital market-Sukuk” is presented and afterwards analysis of the “risk management of
the Sukuk structure” is presented. Only relevant parts of the interviews are included.
5.1 .Analysis of Islamic Capital Market-Sukuk
The icon of Islamic capital market growth is the Sukuk. Initially in 2001, Sukuk was
considered a regional product only, which can be market to small regional markets like
GGC and Malaysia. But it was just a starting point. Today Sukuk is becoming more
international product and it has entered in all the major financial markets of the world.
The total volume of Sukuk market is above USD 150 billion now. This was just a less
then USD 1 billion in 2001. It shows an unbelievable success of growth in a very short
period of time. Islamic capital market is for all and not only for Muslims. The nonMuslim countries are also becoming its important part like UK, Germany, Luxzumberg,
France, USA and Singapore. Bahrain was the pioneer of the Islamic capital market in the
GCC region. UAE entered late in the year 2004 but today is the leader in the GCC region.
Malaysia is the biggest Sukuk market in the world followed by the Saudi Arabia and
Sudan. Other active countries include Pakistan, Indonesia. In 2001, the total Sukuk issued
was USD 997 million. The total issues reached to USD 48808 million in year 2007.Great
performance, it was the best year for the Sukuk market so for. This growth is mainly due
to the large issue by the UAE and Malaysia of an amount USD 10417 and USD 26529
million respectively.
But in 2008 the volume fell dramatically .This was due to international financial crises
where investors lost their confidence and were hesitant to take any further risk. The other
reason for decline in Sukuk issuance was an article by one of the renowned Islamic
scholar and chairman of the AAOIFI in which he mentioned that some Sukuk in practise
are not in compliance with Shariah .His words has great respect in Muslim investors who
do not wish to invest in non Shariah compliance products at any cost. As a result market
suffers a lot. But it was about only two types of Sukuk that are Musharaka and Mudaraba
which comprises a little part of the Sukuk market. So this slowdown was the effect of
financial crises mainly (McNamara, 2009, p. 66).
Sukuk issued by the corporations is the major part of the total international Sukuk
market. It comprises almost 62 percent of the total market. Sukuk has established his
identity in the corporate sector without any support from the government. It is good
signal for its future development and role in the corporate sector. UAE is the leader in
International Sukuk market with a share of almost 55 percent while the Malaysia has
almost 10 percent of the total international market Malaysia is a leader in domestic
market (IIFM, 2009). Malaysia is more interested in domestic market then international.
So the domestic issues are always higher than the international since 2001 to date. But in
future more international issues are expected because of the development of international
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market infrastructure and awareness about Sukuk at global level. The more famous
Sukuk is the Ijarah. It captures almost more than half of the Sukuk market. It is easy to
structure and operate in the current business environment. Corporations and especially
banks used it in place of traditional lease. Musharaka Sukuk is at second place with a
share of 18 percent.
5.2 .Analysis of Risk Management of Sukuk Structures
The importance of risk management is very vital and necessary for the success of Sukuk.
All interviews admitted the same. Respondents have correlated the success story of
Sukuk with its better risk management especially after the recent financial crises it
become more important to understand this aspect of the Sukuk structure. There is
confusion between the traditional bond and the Sukuk structure .People think that it’s the
same product only the name is different, but it’s not true at all .Sukuk has its unique
features which are different from the traditional bond so its risks are the different and
should managed differently. Hashmi thinks that Islamic capital market is more risky than
traditional capital market because it’s new so it requires well effort to understand it. But
there is nothing risk free so some risk has to take to get some benefit, Razaq believes.
According to Haral risk identification is first step towards the risk management and there
is a problem regarding the liquidity of the Sukuk. Razaq and Cheema believes that time
and experience in the Sukuk market helps to identify these risks like Shariah compliance
risk and regulatory risk are now emerging as a great threat. There are some others major
risks like market risks (Standard & Poor’s, 2008, p.1), credit risks, underlying asset risk
(Tariq & Dar , 2007,p. 215) , face value realization risk , profit or return payment risk and
third party risk (Standard & Poor’s, 2005, p.4). Islamic capital market is currently
regulated by traditional capital market rules and laws which are English, European and
American Laws. There is no Islamic customise law in practise in the Islamic capital
market yet which is acceptable to all. What will happen where English law conflicts with
Islamic law and whether the asset belongs to the Sukuk holders? (Nasser, 2009). As
Sukuk is an instrument which is based upon the Islamic laws of economics and finance so
it should be regulated by Islamic laws instead of others laws. English courts not
recognized the Shariah law while dealing with the disputes relating to the Islamic finance
(Abikan & Jaffar, 2006, p. 14). It is impossible and illogical to regulate Islamic product
that is Sukuk with non-Islamic rules and regulations. It loses its essence and not remains
beneficial in long run. For instance risk is more highlighted recently, when some Sukuk
defaulted around the world, including East Cameron Partners in USA, Saad Group in
Saudi Arabia, Dar investment in Kuwait (Oakley, 2009. p, 1). Many lawyers and banker
believe that many Sukuk are unsecured and assets are placed only to fulfil the Shariah
requirements. They differentiate between the assets backed Sukuk and asset based Sukuk
(Oakley, 2009. p, 1). There is no place to violate the Shariah principles at any cost
because the Sukuk investors ask about the Shariah compliance (Standard & poor’s, 2005,
p. 1-4). In practice corporations and other stakeholders consider profit maximization only
at the expense of non-compliance to Shariah law (Abikan & Jaffar, 2006, p.14).
There is a lack of efficient and effective Islamic regulations which can be implemented
and accepted uniformly around the Islamic capital market. Every Sukuk Structure has its
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own specific Shariah board comprises of Islamic scholars. They can only give the
certificate of compliance. There are very small numbers of credible Islamic scholars
available at present. Another important thing is that these scholars have different opinion
on the same thing around the world and there is no consensus on the same point of
question. Scholars in Gulf are stricter than their counterparts in Malaysia who allow a
little bit interest in the Sukuk structure while in the Gulf not at all (Wigglesworth, 2009,
p.3). There is no credible and acceptable central authority or body who makes consensus
of all the scholars and issue a compliance certificate to the Sukuk structure that is
acceptable and implemented uniformly in the whole world. One scholar issued
compliance certificate and the other issued against it. Simple investor who is not familiar
with Islamic laws is confused and discouraged by this situation. According to Mr.
Muddessar Sadiqui, head of Islamic Law firm, there are growing number of people who
are not happy with too much reliance upon the structure of Islamic finance regarding
Shariah compliance issue (Wigglesworth, 2009, p.3).
Normally long term Sukuk certificates have been issued and these instruments have
some Shariah objection regarding their trade in secondary marker. According to Shariah
debt cannot be sold as debt. So in practice Investors have to keep the Sukuk till maturity.
As a result secondary market for Sukuk not developed so far. There is no well-developed
market for secondary trading of Sukuk certificated in the world. Now International
Islamic Financial Market (IIFM) has developed some Sukuk which are tradable in the
secondary market according to Shariah. In 1994 in Malaysia Mudaraba interbank
investment market (MII) has been created to solve the liquidity problem in Malaysia
(Kokab, 2010).But all this in negligible and not solve the liquidity problem in a real
sense.
If the Sukuk are issued in compliance with the Shariah and which are actually backed by
real, tangible asset or service then the risks of the underlying assets or services becomes
the risks of the Sukuk holders. The asset risk management is done in accordance with the
normal procedures instead of credit risk management. On the other hand Sukuk which are
issued otherwise has the credit risk for example fixed rate Sukuk or the Sukuk in which
Sukuk holders has no risk sharing feature and has guaranteed return. These Sukuk are not
considered Shariah comply and are in practice in the market. The borrower might default
coupon or principal or both as the case may be. Borrower ability to repay the coupon and
principal measured as in the same way as in case of traditional bond. Credit rating
agencies gives rating to the borrower which indicates the credit risk with reference to that
borrower. Market risks are currently not managed through derivatives because there is no
well-developed standardised Islamic derivative structure yet. Managers used traditional
derivatives to manage these risks which are against the Shariah and are at objection by
Shariah scholars. So what else remain with the manager to manage these risks, perhaps
nothing? But on the other hand as there is only limited secondary market for Sukuk
trading is available so for hence the main risks to Sukuk results from the credit quality
rather than the market forces (Standard & poor’s, 2008, p.2) .Efforts are being made to
develop Shariah complied derivatives but it seems to be very far away. It is very risky
area of Islamic finance which is not yet covered and fully exposed to market risks. Some
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managers reduce this risk by limitising the size of their business which is not good for the
growth of Sukuk market.
The Sukuk is always based on real, tangible asset or service whose risks or rewards are
shared by the Sukuk certificate holders. This feature is good for the healthy and stable
economic activity because each person is involved in the economic activity in a real sense
which is not in the case of traditional bond. The present structure of Sukuk issue involves
third party called SPV, Sukuk holder's agent. This SPV is mostly established by the
intended borrower. This SPV might miss utilize his powers and play with the Sukuk
holders money because it is influenced by the borrower. There is no other mechanism yet
developed which might eliminate the role of SPV in order to manage this risk. Innovation
in Sukuk structure can help to reduce this risk. The asset based Sukuk which does not
provides guarantee of any return and the final proceeds at capitalization are exposed to
the realization of face value. It is possible that the final proceeds from asset are more or
less then the face value of the Sukuk certificate. This is the real feature of any Sukuk
structures which differentiate it with traditional bond so it can not eliminated otherwise
Sukuk will loses it originality. The appreciation or depreciation in the value of the asset
or service has come to the Sukuk holder’s basket. He is responsible for the asset risk and
rewards.
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Chapter 6.Conclusions
Conclusions drawn from the analysis chapter are presented in this chapter. At the end we
provide about recommendations and further study.
6.1. Answer to the Research Question
The research questions for this thesis was “what kind of risks are associated with Islamic
capital market especially Sukuk’ (Islamic bond)? And how these risks are currently
managed by using different tools and methods available with the Islamic financial
manager by keeping in mind the Shariah compliance?”
This study concludes that Islamic finance has come out in practice from theory during the
last thirty years. Islamic capital market is growing and it has established its position in the
world financial market now. This thesis confirms that the most significant single
instrument which emerges as an icon of Islamic capital market is the Sukuk. It shows its
worthiness and importance in the world capital market from the year 2001 when it was
less than one billion USD and it has been growing from 15 to 20 percent annually and
reached about 150 billion USD at the end of 2009. The Sukuk which was initially
designed for the Islamic investors has now become a global product. It is found in this
research, as Sukuk is developing and growing its risks is emerging. There are some major
risks which are identified in this thesis including regulatory risks, Shariah compliance
risks, credit risks, liquidity risks, market risks, risks related to underlying asset, profit or
return payment risk, face value realization risk, third party or SPV risk. This thesis also
founds that regulatory risk is not well managed and Sukuk market is unregulated to the
extent it is regulated by the English law, European law and American law instead by the
Islamic law. Respondent concludes, as Sukuk is purely Islamic product so it has to be
regulated by same Islamic law, Shariah, around the world uniformly. It is not in practice
at the moment. This study reveals that there is much complexity and confusion in the
interpretation of the Shariah around the world. Different Islamic scholars have different
opinions with reference to the Shariah compliance of the Sukuk structure. This study
found that here is no well-organized scholar’s body that validates each and every Sukuk
transaction, form issue till maturity, around the globe. Current practice is that each Sukuk
issue has its own scholar board. Its decision is not acceptable for all stake holders many
times. Secondly there is lack of Islamic financial scholars and expertise. It concludes that
in Islamic finance usage of traditional derivatives instruments are forbidden due to their
non-compliance with Shariah and there is no Islamic derivative that complies with
Shariah yet developed. What the risk manager has, to manage market risks of Sukuk
structure, perhaps nothing in the current scenario. Respondents noticed, efforts are being
made to innovative Islamic derivatives but it seems to be very far away. This study
founds, most Sukuk structures are not allowed to be traded in the secondary market. Debt
cannot be sold as debt according to Shariah .In practice there is very few Sukuk who
comply with this rule of Shariah. As a result secondary market is not so developed and
not integrated. One interesting thing found in this research is, ability to repay the
principal and the profit to the Sukuk holder purely depends upon the performance of
underlying asset or service itself and not upon the creditability of the borrower, if Sukuk
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is purely designed in accordance with Shariah principles. But in practice it not always the
same. Normally borrower guaranteed the face value of the Sukuk and periodic payments
as well, which is against the Shariah. According to Shariah Sukuk holders must have to
take risks associated with the underlying assets and it cannot be avoided .It is a
distinguished feature of Sukuk structure. This research concludes that risk management
of Sukuk structure is partially ignored at the moment and it is alarming sign for the
Islamic finance and the world economy as a whole. Not much consideration has given
towards the risk management tools and techniques yet and the main focus is on the issue
of Sukuk. Sukuk Manger don’t have enough tools and options to manage these risks
There are number of weakness and flaws in Sukuk structure and practices which are
identified in this thesis and needs to manage these risks otherwise Sukuk market will not
be developed on solid grounds.
6.2. Recommendations
On the basis of conclusion here are some recommendations.










There is great need for the development of such Islamic derivative
instruments which replace the traditional derivatives function.
Standardized and Common regulations should be developed throughout
the world. These regulations and governance structure should be in
compliance with Shariah only and not with any other law like English
law.
Innovating new Sukuk structure which can be traded in the secondary
market in accordance with the Shariah is also recommendable.
Secondary markets should be developed and integrated around the globe.
More centralized competent and credible Shariah board should be
established at global level.
Shariah specialized credit rating, risk management consultancy firms
and education and training institutions should be established in order to
generate expertise in Islamic economics, finance and in Sukuk.
Ethics and moral values are an integral part of the Islamic system.
Everyone should recognize and fulfill his duties and obligations by
himself. So these ethics and moral characteristics should also be
developed in the Sukuk market.
Create awareness among the western world about the Islamic finance in
general and the Sukuk in particular so they use their knowledge and
experience of the traditional financial system for the development of the
Islamic capital market instruments and its risk management.

6.3. Further Study
In fact Risk management of Sukuk structure is a very vast subject. At present this is the
most open subject to the researcher as there is no much work done on this area. It is not
possible to address and analyze the risk management aspect of the Sukuk to the
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satisfactory level at small level of research. In this thesis only an overview is presented,
analyzed and concluded. A lot of research is required to find more specific techniques
and the ways to identify, evaluate and manage risks associated with the Sukuk structure.
One area for further study might be the development of Shariah complied derivatives.
Likewise, study of objection raised by the Shariah scholars on traditional derivatives and
how these objections can be overcome in order to develop Islamic derivatives? Another
interesting question for further study will be to answer this question, why Islamic
financial institutions are reluctant to fully meet Shariah compliance issues even when
they named themselves as Islamic and what difficulties they face?
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Appendix I- Interview Guide
Part I
Q.1.According to you what is the importance of risk management with respect to the
Islamic capital market?
Q.2.How you consider the role of risk management in the Sukuk structures especially in
the current financial crises?
Q.3.As Sukuk is a developing product so do you think the managers and the investors
have become well aware of its risk at the current?
Q.4.Risk management approach towards the traditional bond and the Sukuk is the same,
what is your opinion?
Part II
Q.5.How you identify Sukuk’s risks by keeping in mind your experience and
developments in the Islamic capital market especially in the Sukuk market?
Q.6.According to you what are the major risks associated with the Sukuk Structures and
how you name them?
Part III
Q.7.Do you know how each of these risks associated with the Sukuk are currently
managed, give some details?
Q.8.What kinds of tools are currently used to manage or hedge each of these risks, would
you explain with some examples from the market?
Q.9.How traditional derivatives are currently used to manage or hedge market risks of the
Sukuk structures by keeping in mind the Shariah compliance?
Q.10.What about Shariah complied derivatives, are they used in risk management, what
is your opinion?
Part IV
Q.11. Do you think Sukuk is a safe product for the investors who are badly hit by
financial crises?
Q.12.Can the investors and the Sukuk market belief that Sukuk is a risk free or save
product, what is your opinion?
Q.13. Are you satisfied with the current risk management practices regarding the Sukuk
structures at its market?
Q.14.If “yes” or “no”, why, give reasons?
Q.15.Do you think all stakeholders have realized their duties and responsibilities towards
the risk management of the Sukuk market as whole?
Part V
Q.16.What should need to be done in order to make better risk management practices of
the Sukuk structure and the Islamic capital market, what do you think and suggest?
Q.17.Is Sukuk a regional or international financial product, what do you think in global
perspective?
Q.18.Is Sukuk is for Muslims only, what are your thoughts?
Q.19.How you think and consider about the future and growth of Sukuk as an
international product, your comments please!!!?
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